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Epigenetic modifications triggered in different environments can cause heritable variation in
phenotypic traits, suggesting the importance of epigenetic mechanisms in the diversity and
evolutionary potential of natural populations. A genetic individual (genet) of clonal plants
produces vegetative offspring, and these multiple independent plants (ramets) spread spatially
and survive for a long time. In such plant species, since ramets of a shared genotype are
exposed to various environments, epigenetic variations may play an important role to adapt to
the heterogeneity of habitat environments.
We analyzed spatial epigenetic patterns in a natural population of a clonal plant Cardamine
leucantha by MSAP (methylation-sensitive amplified polymorphism) method. Analyses of 24
DNA-methylation sites showed the existence of multiple epigenotypes in a single genet and the
distinct spatial structure of epigenetic variations. Overall, multilocus epigenotypes were similar
within the same genets, indicating the importance of genetic factors in epigenetic patterns.
States of some methylation loci, however, correlated with the degree of local vegetation cover.
These results suggested that natural epigenetic variation were regulated by genotypes as well as
the micro environments of ramets.
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Gene duplication plays an important role in the evolution of visual system. Among vertebrates,
fish are known to possess a rich and varied repertoire of visual opsins by gene duplications.
Zebrafish (Danio rerio) have two red-sensitive cone opsin genes, LWS-1 and LWS-2, arrayed in
tandem. In the adult retina, expression of LWS-1 is confined to the peripheral, especially
ventral-nasal, area whereas expression of LWS-2 is confined to the central-dorsal area. By our
recent studies the regulatory mechanism for their differential expression is beginning to emerge.
In this presentation we review our finding of an enhancer of the two genes, a 0.6-kb “LWSactivating region” (LAR), in the upstream of LWS-1. We also report our follow-up study
showing that a central 260-bp region in the LAR is sufficient for the early expression of LWS-2
and that there is a highly conserved “LWS-conserved sequence” (LCS) neighboring 5’ to the
LAR through fish to amphibians. Transgenic reporter assay using these elements will be
insightful for our understanding evolution of duplicated genes in their expression
differentiation.
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We previously characterized copies of a SINE family, AmnSINE1, present as a part of
conserved non-coding elements in mammalian genomes (Nishihara et al., GenomRes. 2006).
This indicated that the AmnSINE1 had acquired a function in the common ancestor of
mammals. Because these SINEs are highly conserved in mammals, they were responsible for
the mammalian-specific evolutionary changes. We aimed to elucidate what is the evolutionary
role of AmnSINE1s in mammals and performed the screening for the functional AmnSINE1
loci. To test whether the AmnSINE1 loci conserved in mammals have a function, at first, we
examined the enhancer activity of the loci using a mouse enhancer assay system. We have
demonstrated that two AmnSINE1 loci are enhancer of the genes involved in the development
of the brain (Sasaki et al., PNAS 2008). In this study, we obtained the other functional locus,
AS3_9 locus, showed the consistent enhancer activity in the maxillary prominence and palate
shelves. We showed here the detail analysis of this locus.
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While in vertebrate, evidences of positive selection have been shown in mitochondrial encoded
electron transport enzymes, including cytochrome oxidase subunit I (mtCOI), mtCOI is
generally conserved between closely related invertebrate species, especially insects, suggesting
that it is under great functional constrain. Between two type of pollinating wasps, creeping and
jelly fig wasps, Wiebesia pumilae, the genetic distance at synonymous sites of mtCOI was 0.52,
which was 50 times higher than substitution rate in nuclear genes, given W. pumilae one of the
highest substitution rates in animal mitochondria. A McDonald-Kreitman test shows an excess
of amino acid divergence in mtCOI. Furthermore, significantly negative Tajima's D and Fay and
Wu's H as well as combined D and H test, DH test, in jelly figs wasps indicate possible role of
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Japanese prickly ash (Zanthoxylum ailanthoides Siebold & Zucc.) is a common pioneer tree
in Japan growing in disturbed areas such as canopy gaps and the edge of forests. In this study,
nucleotide variation at 26 nuclear loci in Z. ailanthoides was analyzed in two candidate
refugium populations in order to infer the demographic history of this species in Japanese
archipelago using the isolation-with-migration (IM) model. The estimated divergence time
between these two candidate refugium was about 4000-20000 years ago. In addition,
unexpected asymmetric migration rates were detected between these two populations. To know
the relationship of these two populations to populations located in other regions, additional four
populations were investigated using 10 loci. The MLE of the divergence time between the
former two populations was largest among those of the other pairs of populations. The results
indicated that the current population structure in Japanese archipelago was established after the
maximum glacier.
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To analyze the population structure of multiple populations from huge polymorphism data, we
often use multivariate analyses such as phylogenetic analysis, principal component analysis,
and cluster analysis. However, it has been reported that results obtained from multivariate
analyses do not always represent past events of migration and admixture, but are sometimes
produced as mathematical artifacts. In this study, several demographic models were
computationally simulated by coalescent algorism, and possible patterns of results of
multivariate analyses were sorted out. We found patterns specific to certain models, which may
be helpful to interpret the results from real data and to reconstruct a model of human expansion
based on multivariate analyses.
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The uniformly trichromatic color vision is characteristic of Old World monkeys and hominoids.
Humans are a known exception among them with relatively high incidence of dichromacy and
anomalous trichromacy caused by loss of the L or M opsin gene and gain of L/M hybrid genes.
However, it is not well understood when the variations originated in human evolution and
whether the polymorphism is selectively neutral or not. Comparison of nucleotide variation
between the L/M opsin gene and the other genomic regions from globally sampled human
subjects should be insightful for the understanding. In this presentation, we report a preliminary
result of our study for mainland Japanese, Okinawa island residents, Philippine aborigines
(Negritos: samples provided from the Asian Archival DNA Repository Consortium), Europeans
and Africans. We found the same sequence types of L/M hybrid genes in Africans and others.
This implies that the origins of the current L/M hybrid genes predate the “out-of-Africa” spread
of Homo sapiens.
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The Japanese medaka (Oryzias latipes) is a freshwater fish and has a rich repertoire of visual
opsins. Up to twenty congeneric species are widely distributed in Asia and many of these are
available as laboratory stocks, providing an excellent platform to study evolutionary adaptation
of visual opsins. However, variation of visual opsin repertoire has not been well studied among
Oryzias species. O. latipes has two blue-sensitive opsin genes, SWS2-A and SWS2-B, of which
the absorption spectra are largely differentiated. In this study, we compared the SWS2 opsin
gene organization and expression pattern of O. latipes with O. luzonensis, O. celebensis, O.
melastigma O. minutillus and Xenopoecilus saracinorum. We found that SWS2-A was absent in
O. celebensis, and X. saracinorum and both genes were absent in O. minutillus, deletion points
of which were localized in their genome sequences. The expression of both genes were
confined to a limited area in the retina but were detected in the brain. Unexpectedly, these
results suggest that SWS2 opsins are losing their importance in the retina in medaka species.
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Olfaction, the sense of smell, is essential for the survival of animals. Odor molecules in the
environment are detected by olfactory receptors (ORs) encoded by a large multigene family.
Previous studies using the whole genome sequences showed that the numbers of OR genes are
significantly smaller in higher primates including humans (<400) than most of other mammals
examined (e.g., mice and rats have >1,000). To further investigate the diversity of OR gene
repertoires among mammals, I extensively identified the OR genes from the draft genome
sequences of 38 diverse mammals. Because the genome sequences of many species are at low
coverage (<2x), I estimated the number of OR genes in the entire genome by using
TraceArchive database. The results demonstrated that the estimated numbers of functional OR
genes are extremely variable, ranging from only ~10 in dolphins to ~2,000 in elephants.
Moreover, the number of functional OR genes and the fractions of pseudogenes are not
correlated to each other, suggesting that the fraction of OR pseudogenes is a poor indicator to
the olfactory ability of an animal. These results supports the hypothesis that OR gene families
dynamically changed during evolution depending on each organism’s living environment.
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The Laboratory of Ethology, Kyoto University has maintained a Drosophila melanogaster
strain in a constant dark condition for 56 years, 1400 generations. We designate this fly strain as
" Dark-fly " and utilize it to investigate molecular mechanisms underlying environmental
adaptation. We initially examined the heritability of Dark-fly in dark and light conditions.
Under mating competition with the wild type strains, Dark-fly exhibited about 5% higher
heritability in a dark condition, indicating that Dark-fly is adaptive in dark conditions. To
address the molecular nature of the adaptation, we performed whole genome sequencing for
Dark-fly and identified 240,000 SNPs compared to the sequence of Oregon-RS strain, a control
strain. The majority of SNPs (90.9%) were located in the non-coding regions and the remaining
9.1% were into the gene coding regions. Among them, 2.0% were classified as nonsynonymous SNPs which alter the amino acid sequence of gene products. Using a statistical
analysis tool, the DAVID software, we identified 21 Gene Ontology families, in which the
Dark-fly non-synonymous SNPs are preferentially concentrated. Interestingly, 3 out of 21
families consist of glycosyltransferases which catalyze adding a glycosyl group moiety to
diverse substrates, such as xenobiotics. The other 3 families consist of channels, some of which
are associated with neural transmission. From further analysis of the Dark-fly genome, we
detected 40 genes carrying nonsense mutations which gain a stop codon within the protein
sequence. These include genes encoding olfactory receptors, an enzyme involved in eye
pigmentation and a light-receptor. Although we need further experiments to clarify the
biological meanings of these mutations, our results revealed unique features of Dark-fly
genome.
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Polycomb Group proteins (PcG) maintain heritable gene silencing, likely through modifications
of chromatin structure. A central PcG complex, Polycomb Repressive Complex 1 (PRC1), can
inhibit transcription1, compact chromatin2, and inhibit ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling in
vitro3. In Drosophila melanogaster, these inhibitory activities are mediated by the C-terminal
region (CTR) of the PRC1 subunit Posterior Sex Combs2 (PSC). Currently, it is unclear how the
amino acid sequence of the CTR of PSC encodes its biochemical properties. We have
characterized the sequence features and inhibitory activities of CTRs from PSC genes across a
wide phylogenetic sampling of invertebrate taxa. We find that the biochemical activities of the
CTR are conserved despite negligible similarity in its primary sequence. Rather, the repressive
CTR sequences exhibit common architectural features, including a distinct amino acid
composition that is consistent with an intrinsically disordered protein structure. Phylogenetic
analysis reveals that the repressive CTR has been independently gained and lost from PSC in
other bilaterian orthologs. The loss of the CTR of PSC may entail a compensatory gain of
activity in another PRC1 subunit, thus maintaining the repressive function of PRC1(4). These
findings suggest that unusual sequence plasticity underlies the conserved repressive
biochemical activities of PRC1.
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Bootstrap support value (BS) is most commonly used index for evaluating credibilities and
uncertainties of splits on a phylogenetic tree. Because tree search effort is insufficient and
because starting tree topology is distant from global optimum, BS is almost always
undercounted or overcounted at large data set. In order to calculate accurate BS, we can use
brute force approach or cancel out approach. However, brute force approach requires too many
times and/or computing power and cancel out approach needs many replicates. Here, we
produce a novel computing method of accurate BS named "effective bootstrapping". We can
obtain accurate BS performing less pseudoreplicates in shorter time by using this method. This
method gives us a good starting tree that is close to the global optimum by selecting from the
resulting trees of shotgunned tree search at the original data set. It will be implemented and
released as a part of Phylogears package.
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Tibetans have managed to adapt to one of the harshest environments inhabited by humans
today. They have been able to colonize regions of the Tibetan plateau lying above 4000 meters.
Low oxygen in these regions has exerted a strong selective pressure, leading to a genetic
adaptation in Tibetans. However, only recently has an underlying genetic basis been suggested.
A handful of genes appear to be involved in the adaptation to high altitude but one of them,
EPAS1, carries the single largest signature of natural selection. Here we follow up on our
previous study in which EPAS1 was identified, and re-sequence the gene in 41 Tibetan
individuals. We employ an approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) approach to estimate
population genetic parameters of interest. In particular, we seek to answer the following
questions: How old is the sweep? Is it a de novo mutation, or is it selection on standing
variation? What is the selection strength?
Answering these questions will help us characterize one the most convincing examples of
natural selection in humans. Our analysis of the re-sequencing data suggests that this is a recent
adaptation, and a model with standing variation is more strongly favored.
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The platypus (Ornithorhynchus anatinus) is an Australian icon but its dependence on healthy
water systems imposes an inherent sensitivity to habitat degradation and climate change. We
compare genetic diversity at the functionally important Major Histocompatibility Complex
(MHC) Class II-DZB β1 gene and three MHC-associated microsatellite markers with 6 neutral
microsatellite markers in 70 platypuses from across their range. Overall high diversity was
observed with 57 β1 alleles characterised and significant positive selection was detected within
the domain. Lower population differentiation was detected for the MHC markers in contrast to
the neutral microsatellite markers across the platypus distribution. Low levels of genetic
diversity were seen at all markers in the two island populations of platypus on King Island and
Kangaroo Island; with the King Island platypuses monomorphic at the DZB gene. It appears
that genetic drift is the predominant evolutionary force acting on the MHC on this island, and
as a result this population may have compromised immunological fitness and a reduced ability
to resist changing environmental conditions.
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Although recent studies have demonstrated that phenotypic plasticity plays important roles in
evolution, little studies have been conducted on proximate mechanisms that changed plasticity
in natural populations. In order to reveal the mechanisms, we focused on the reproductive
polyphenism in aphids, which they alternate their reproductive modes from parthenogenesis to
sexual reproduction in response to day-length, because most aphids show such polyphenism
while many populations have secondarily lost the sexual phase. This phenomenon is seen
among Japanese populations in the pea aphid Acyrthosiphon pisum. To understand the
molecular underpinnings causing the evolutionary change, we compared Juvenile hormone (JH)
titer and related gene expression, which are known to be responsible for the reproductive
polyphenism. JH measurements revealed that the lower JH titer in aphids exposed to short-days
leads the sexual-morph production. However, the titers did not decrease in the aphid strains that
are though to have lost the reproductive polyphenism. Furthermore, JH esterase gene involved
in the JH degradation was highly expressed in response to short-days in the strain showing the
reproductive polyphenism, while not in the strains lacking the polyphenism. Thus, it is
suggested that the modification of JH degradation pathway in response to photoperiodic
changes caused the loss of reproductive polyphenism.
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Model averaging has been applied to DNA substitution models on a single partition
(Huelsenbeck et al, 2004) and to partitioning of sites into different amino acid profiles (Lartillot
et al, 2004). Here we provide a new model that permits joint Bayesian inference of (i) partitionspecific nucleotide substitution models, (ii) sequence alignment partitioning, (iii) population
history and (iv) genealogies. The model facilitates Bayesian model averaging and model
selection by a product space formulation of trans-dimensional MCMC over the standard set of
nucleotide substitution models and among-site rate variation models. In addition, combined
with a Dirichlet process prior, the alignment can be divided into a random number of partitions,
within each of which nucleotide substitution model selection is applied, thus accommodating
across-site heterogeneity in the substitution pattern with greater flexibility. This model allows
the simultaneous selection of nucleotide substitution model, among-site rate variation model,
and alignment partition in a single Bayesian MCMC analysis. The model is implemented using
the phylogenetic software, BEAST 2, as a platform. Our model produces posterior densities of
population history and genealogy parameters that are integrated across a set of siteheterogeneous models for nucleotide substitution and rates. Therefore the method naturally
accounts for model and partition uncertainties when producing phylogenetic estimates. We
present results from the analyses of simulated data that are used to evaluate the performance of
our methods. The performance is measured in terms of accuracy and precision of model
parameter estimation and the identification of the true partition and models of the substitution
process. Finally we apply our method to a large number of mammalian genes to examine the
sampling efficiency of our methods when analyzing real data.
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A fruit fly species, Drosophila albomicans, has extended its distribution from tropical and
subtropical Southeast Asia to western Japan and east China in the North Temperate Zone since
late 1980’s. Adaptation to the lower temperature is plausibly attributed to the distribution
expansion. In fact, we found that survival rates at 1 °C of the temperate zone populations were
higher on average than those of the tropical zone populations. This cold tolerance was further
improved by a cold acclimation at the temperature 5 °C lower than the rearing temperature. To
find the genes responsible for the cold tolerance, we searched for the genes that altered
expression levels during the cold acclimation, using a differential display method. As a result,
37 genes were detected, out of which four were involved in the respiration machinery. We
confirmed that the respiration rate of the acclimatized flies was higher than that of the control
non-acclimatized flies. From these results, it is concluded that the increase in the respiration
rate induced by the cold acclimation is likely responsible for the increase in the cold tolerance.
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Microsatellite is also named as short tandem repeats (STR), which is widely spread over the
genome of eukaryotes. The repeat core number is of 1-6 base pairs. It is highly mutable such
that the repeat number varies a lot, even within individuals. Highly mutable microsatellite loci
are widely used as genetic markers for genetics studies and forensic science. Slippage mutation
is believed to be the major factor dictating the variation of microsatellite loci over point
mutation after a “threshold”. Here in the study, I focus on non-coding region microsatellite loci
with repeat number greater than threshold which is estimated by previous studies, but with
suppressed slippage mutation. Some of these loci were selected and sequenced using modern
primate individuals. They are invariable in length within modern individuals and even among
primate species. Factors other than slippage are implied to have such conservation and it is
interesting to being studied furthermore.
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In the Japanese Archipelago, understanding the origins of Japanese and their genetic changes
over time is progressing as ancient human mitochondrial DNA data accumulates. But these data
are still not enough for us to understand the human history on the Japanese Archipelago,
because the data are from limited regions and eras.
In this study, I used 4 samples at Sankanji in Tohoku from Jomon era. Tohoku is a key location
with regards to human migrations from North East Asia into the Japanese Archipelago. Partial
regions of mitochondrial DNA were successfully sequenced in all samples, yielding
haplogroups N9 and M7. N9 is mainly shown in modern Siberians and ancient Hokkaido
Jomon, and M7 is more frequent in the Ainu and Okinawa than in mainland Japanese. Although
the number of samples is limited now, it shows the influence of migrations from North East
Asia via Hokkaido.
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Marine invertebrate, chordate Ciona intestinalis is the successful model organism especially for
evo-dev studies. The draft genome of Ciona intestinalis was published in 2002 and molecular
techniques have been highly developed. Therefore comprehensive transcriptome of Ciona by
microarrays were analyzed in the past. However the new gene model(KH) of Ciona was
updated in 2008, we re-designed microarray by NimbleGen platform. This new microarray
contains more than 106,000 probes against previous 44,000 probes. We will demonstrate the
results of gene expression analysis by this array between neural complex and ovary in adult
Ciona.
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The next generation sequence technology (NGS) brings a huge amount of DNA sequences at
high throughput with low cost. As a major application of NGS, the reference-based short reads
alignment approach enables to uncover every single polymorphism between species and within
populations on a genomic scale, which is essential for a wide area of researches including
genome wide association studies. However, reference-based reads alignment and polymorphism
detection are still challenging, particularly in regions with many repeats and indels. Short reads
from non-orthlogous regions are potentially aligned to such specific regions, resulting in a
drastic decrease in the accuracy of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) prediction. To solve
this problem, we developed a new method of SNP calling based on Illumina/Solexa short reads
aligned to a reference genome. Our method successfully distinguishes real SNPs and false
positives due to misalignment and sequencing error especially at heterozygous sites. In this
presentation, we’ll report our new algorithm and its performance verified by using simulated
data.
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We describe protein sequences for a uromodulin-like larval glycoprotein (LGP) from 20 species
of galaxiid fishes, whose MRCA was about 30 Ma. LGP shows an exceptionally strong signal
of positive selection over the entire coding region, as evidenced by dN/dS > 1. Across all
species, we obtain a Z-value of 1.62 (P=0.054), rising to 2.49 (P=0.007**) if the genetically
distinct G. maculatus is excluded. 169/329 (51%) of residues are variable, 42 have dN/dS > 3,
22 of these being significant with dN/dS values > 5. Genetic distances are, on average, 2.4x
larger for coding region (996 bp) than introns (1459 bp). Reading frame, gene structure, splice
sites and many ZP motifs are conserved across all species. We show by 454 sequencing and
qPCR on nine species that the transcript is abundant (ca 0.5%) in newly-hatched larvae, and
appears to be almost absent from a range of adult tissues. We postulate that this strong
Darwinian protein evolution may reflect immuno-protection at the vulnerable larval stage.
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The Cyclophoridea snails are a group of operculate landsnail, mostly ground dwellers,
distributed worldwide. Phylogenetic relationships among Eastern Asian Cyclophoridea at all
levels of divergence are uncertain, owing to lack morphology and molecular data. Here, we
used 2 mtDNA gene (COI and 16S) and one nuclear gene (18S) comprising 1596 bp as marker
to estimate phylogenetic relationships among 101 species from three major families of Eastern
Asian Cyclophoridea: Cyclophoridae, Pupinidae, and Diplommatinidae. The relationships
within Eastern Asian Cyclophoridea are evaluated here for the first time using molecular data.
With nearly complete sampling of recognized genus, our analysis yielded a robust ML and MB
tree with high support at almost all nodes. Diplommatinidae is monophyletic. However, it is
surprise that genus Chamalycaeus of Cyclophoridae are clustered in Pupinidae clades. Two
Diplommatina subgenera, Benigoma and Sinica are not monophyletic. Genus Palaina of
Diplommatinidae are polyphyletic. Our results indicate that some Cyclophoridea taxa should be
reclassified.
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The largest group of plant resistant (R) genes contains the regions that encode the nucleotidebinding site (NBS) and leucine rich repeat (LRR) domains (NBS-LRR genes). To gain new
resistance, amino acid substitutions and changes in number of the LRRs that recognize the
pathogens are considered important.
	

In this study, we focused on the evolution of the number of LRRs and analyzed the
genome data of five model plant species, Arabidopsis thaliana, Oryza sativa, Medicago
truncatula, Lotus japonicus and Populus trichocarpa. We obtained NBS-LRR genes from public
databases and grouped them. Then, we estimated the evolutionary rate of the number of LRRs
relative to the synonymous divergence in the NBS domain sequences by a maximum likelihood
method assuming the single stepwise mutation model. The estimated rates differed between
groups in the same species or between species. This indicated different roles played by different
groups of the NBS-LRR genes in the same species and the effects of various life history
characteristics of the species.
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Molecular evolution of the olfactory marker protein gene and the evolution of the loss of
olfaction in cetaceans
Takushi Kishida
Department of Zoology, Kyoto University, Japan

The olfactory marker protein (OMP) is almost exclusively expressed in vertebrate olfactory
receptor neurons, and is considered to play important roles in olfactory systems. Odontocetes
(toothed whales) and mysticetes (baleen whales) are two extant suborders of cetaceans
(whales). It is reported that the former have no sense of olfaction, while the latter can smell in
air. To explain the ecological reason why mysticetes still retain their sense of smell, two
hypotheses have been proposed – the echolocation-priority hypothesis, which assumes that the
acquisition of echolocation causes the reduction of the importance of olfaction, and the filterfeeder hypothesis, which assumes that olfact 92 ( ) (t) -4.b7 (i) 0.dmha 01 (s) ( ) -216eec n t -1411f
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Neutral Evolution in Drosophila
Lisa Bardsley1,2, Charles Robin1,2
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Pseudogenes are inactivated copies of genes which are often assumed to be evolving neutrally,
and have been employed in the characterisation of neutral evolution in many species. However
pseudogenes are rare in Drosophila, and so previous studies of ‘neutrally evolving’ sequences
have relied on individual pseudogenes, or upon inactivated transposable elements, introns or
silent sites, which may, in fact, not be evolving neutrally. We have compiled a list of potential
pseudogenes in the Drosophila melanogaster genome and selected those most likely to be
genuine pseudogenes for 454 pyrosequencing. In total we have resequenced 58 Drosophila
melanogaster pseudogenes representing more than 35kb of pseudogene sequence in more than
1700 flies from three different populations. These data allow us to quantify the rapid rate at
which non-functional DNA is lost from the Drosophila genome, and to provide an important
insight into the functionality of non-coding sequences.
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Incorporation of various episomal DNAs into AT di-nucleotide repeats in rice genomes:
lessons from endogenous rice pararetrovirus
Kanako O. Koyanagi 1, Ruifang Liu 2 and Yuji Kishima2
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Incorporation of DNA segments mediated by host machineries, such as homologous or nonhomologous recombination, is not ordinarily available in plant genomes. Nevertheless, various
segments of pararetroviruses have been found in plant genomes in recent decades. The rice
genome contains a number of segments of endogenous rice tungro bacilliform virus (RTBV)like sequences (ERTBV), many of which are present between AT di-nucleotide repeats (ATr).
By comparing the genomic sequences of two closely related rice subspecies, japonica and
indica, we verified the preferential insertion of ERTBV into ATrs. The comparative analyses
also revealed that ATrs occasionally incorporated other sequences, which mainly comprised
transposable elements, although sequences annotated as genes and the unannotated sequences
of rice were also incorporated. A wide range of variation in the insertion sequences in ATrs
suggested that ATrs have non-selectively incorporated episomal DNA suspended in the nucleus.
These insertion events were rarely observed in other simple mono- and di-nucleotide sequence
repeats. The mechanisms involved in the incorporation of the episomal DNA segments into
ATrs are discussed.
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Recurrent Revival of Dimorphism of the PSMB8 Gene During Tetrapod Evolution
Ching-Huei Huang1, Yuta Tanaka1, Masaru Nonaka1
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of Biological Sciences, Graduate School of Science, The Univsity of Tokyo, Japan

The immunoproteasome subunit PSMB8 gene has two highly divergent lineages, A-lineage
with 31A and F-lineage with 31F, shared by sharks and basal teleosts. Although all PSMB8 genes
in tetrapods and higher teleosts analyzed so far belonged to the A-lineage, the alleles possessing
31F or 31Y are found in Xenopus and medaka. To elucidate evolution of PSMB8 dimorphism in
tetrapods, Japanese fire-belly newt, Japanese gecko, speculated Caiman, and saltwater crocodile
were analyzed. Both A- and F-type genes in A-lineage were indentified from gecko, newt and
crocodilian. Phylogenetic analysis showed that in tetrapods, these new F-types have been
regenerated several times independently in the A-lineage. The A- and F-type genes of gecko
showed a high degree of sequence identity, suggesting that this dimorphism was established
recently, whereas in crocodilian, the dimorphism showed an older origin predating the
divergence of alligator and crocodile. Genomic typing results indicated that two PSMB8 types
in both newt and gecko are alleles and their gene frequencies are about 1:1 in wild population.
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Cophylogenetic evidence for codivergence between mimetic Heliconius butterflies
Jennifer Hoyal Cuthill1, Michael Charleston1
1School
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The Neotropical butterfly genus Heliconius provides definitive, and spectacular, examples of
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The diversity of opsins and nuptial coloration of sympatric species
leading to species richness in Lake Victoria cichlids
Ryutaro Miyagi1, Yohey Terai1, Mitsuto Aibara1, Shinji Mizoiri1, Tohru Sugawara2,
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Species diversity is maintained by reproductive isolation between closely related coexistent
species, however, little is known about its molecular mechanism. In Lake Victoria cichlids, the
reproductive isolation via nuptial coloration and color vision plays an important role for barrier
against interspecific hybridization, shown by the analysis of long-wavelength sensitive opsin
gene (LWS) and nuptial coloration. In this study, we analyzed eight opsins and nuptial
coloration of six coexistent species to reveal the mechanism of reproductive isolation among
them. In eight opsins, LWS alleles were diversified and specific to species, and their functions
were also diversified. Furthermore, the color analysis showed that their coloration was specific
to species in hue and were correlated with λmax of LWS pigments from all species. Thus, the
reproductive isolation via color signal may contribute to the barrier against interspecific
hybridization that maintains the species diversity in sympatric species in Lake Victoria.
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Nucleotide and Copy Number differences of Olfactory Receptor (OR) Genes in Two
Inbred Strains of Medaka Fish
Yasuyuki Hashiguchi1
1Department
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Olfaction plays crucial roles in various adaptive behaviours in animals. Medaka (Oryzias
latipes) is known as a model fish used for wide range of biological studies. In medaka, two
genetically differentiated inbred strains (Hd-rR and HNI) have been established, and genomic
data are available in both strains although coverage of the HNI genome is relatively low. In this
study, to understand the evolutionary dynamics of medaka OR genes, nucleotide sequences of
OR genes in the two medaka strains were identified. Conducting database searches, 54 and 28
full length OR sequences were found in the Hd-rR and HNI genomes, respectively.
Phylogenetic and synteny analyses showed that most OR genes were common in both strains.
Nucleotide identities of each orthologous OR pair were 0.939-0.997 (mean: 0.979). Several
OR genes did not have their orthologs possibly by pseudogenization in one of two strains. Gene
duplications after the diversification of the two strains were also identified. These nucleotide
and copy number variations seem to reflect some differences in olfactory abilities between the
two strains.
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Testing Hypotheses on The Rate of Molecular Evolution in Relation to Gene Expression
Using MicroRNAs
Yang Shen1, Yang Lv1, Lei Huang1, Wensheng Liu1, Ming Wen1, Tian Tang1, Rui Zhang2, Eric
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There exists an inverse relationship between the rate of molecular evolution and the level of
gene expression. Among the many explanations, the “toxic-error” hypothesis is a most general
one which posits that processing errors may often be toxic to the cells. In this study, we test the
“toxic-error” hypothesis using microRNA (miRNA) genes because their processing errors can
be directly measured by deep sequencing. A miRNA gene consists of a small mature product
(about 22 nt long) and a “backbone”. Our analysis shows that 1) The rate of sequence
evolution in the backbone is negatively correlated with expression; 2) The error rate in miRNA
processing, conserved between even distantly species, is also negatively correlated with the
expression level. The observations suggest that, as a miRNA gene becomes more highly (or
more ubiquitously) expressed, its sequence also evolves toward a structure that minimizes
processing errors.
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The Mitogenome of an Eyeless Cavefish Triplophysa rosa (Teleostei: Cypriniformes) and
Its Phylogenetic Position
Jinjin Wang, Zuogang Peng
Southwest University School of Life Sciences, Chongqing 400715, China

In the present study, we presented the complete mitochondrial genome sequence of a cavefish,
Triplophysa rosa, which was considered as a new species of the genus Triplophysa based solely
on the morphological characters. To confirm the phylogenetic position of T. rosa in molecular
level, we also sequenced two fragments of the nuclear genes RH and IRBP2 from T. rosa, and
the phylogenetic relationships among Cobitoidea were then reconstructed using NJ, ML and
Bayesian inferences. The results confirmed that the new species T. rosa belongs to the genus
Triplophysa. The phylogenetic relationships of the major clades derived from our combined
sequences based on different methods were nearly identical, which were consistent with the
recently developed hypothesis that Balitoridae is the sister-group of Nemacheilidae, while some
differences of individual gene trees did exist for some species/groups. Furthermore, divergence
dating based on the fossil calibrated molecular clock among the families of Cobitoidea was
calculated using the mitogenome data and the two nuclear gene data separately, which showed
that the origin of the Cobitoidea was estimated at about 148 Mya, the separation between
Balitoridae and Nemacheilidae was around 93 Mya (nuc) and 119 Mya (mt), and the origin of
Triplophysa was estimated as having occurred in the early Oligocene (nuc) or late Cretaceous
(mt).
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Wheel Tree: Intuitive Representation of Multiple Phylogenetic Topologies
Wataru Iwasaki, Toshihisa Takagi
Department of Computational Biology, the University of Tokyo, Japan

Outcomes of phylogenetic analyses are, typically, a variety of candidate phylogenetic
relationships or tree topologies, even when the power of genome-scale data is exploited.
Because much phylogenetic information must be buried in such topology distributions, it is
important to reveal that information as effectively as possible; however, existing methods need
to adopt complex structures to represent such information. We propose the centroid wheel tree
(CWT) representation [Systematic Biology, 59, 584-593 (2010)], which is an intuitive
representation of phylogenetic topology distributions. The key idea behind the CWT is to
assign special meaning to circular orderings of branches around multifurcating nodes (i.e.,
nodes adjacent to ≥4 branches) in consensus trees. We developed an algorithm that embodies
this key idea, in the framework of the traveling salesman problem (TSP), for which very
sophisticated program packages are available. In addition, we proved that CWT is
mathematically the centroid representation, which is the most balanced representation of the
topology distributions regarding loss functions. The CWT software is implemented in Java and
available via http://cwt.cb.k.u-tokyo.ac.jp/ .
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Phylogenomic networks of archaebacteria reveal frequent lateral gene transfer and
eubacterial acquisitions
Shijulal Nelson-Sathi, Tal Dagan, William Martin
Institute of Botany III, Heinrich-Heine University Düsseldorf, Germany

Gene acquisition by lateral/horizontal gene transfer (LGT or HGT) is an important mechanism
for natural variation among prokaryotes. Here we study genome evolution of prokaryotes from
the archaeal domain using phylogenomic networks reconstructed from 75 completely
sequenced archaeabacterial genomes. A shared proteins network reconstructed for this dataset
reveals a strong phylogenetic signal within archaeal protein families with frequent gene sharing
among closely related species. Using a minimal lateral network (MLN) approach, we found that
a minimum of 63% of the protein families have been affected by at least one intra-domain LGT
during evolution. The cumulative impact of LGT during archaeal evolution is, on average, 74%
of the genes in each genome. In addition, we found abundant inter domain gene sharing
between archaea and eubacterial species, especially higher frequencies in Methanogens and
Halophiles than others.
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Molecular functional analysis of the neocortex-specific Satb2 enhancer derived from
SINEs: Toward resolution of the evolutionary process of exaptation
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Nakanishi1, Takeshi Sasaki3, Kazuki Izawa1, Kuo Yan4, Victor Tarabykin4, Kenta Sumiyama5,
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Although transposable elements such as short interspersed elements (SINEs) have been
regarded as "junk DNA", we previously reported that many AmnSINE1 loci are evolutionarily
conserved across mammalian genomes, and that two of them act as distal enhancers in
mammalian brain. Here, we show that the AS021 enhancer recapitulates the expression of
SATB2 at later embryonic stages and after birth in the developing layers 4-6 of neocortex,
especially in neurons projecting through the ventral portion of the corpus callosum. In addition,
we show that the 5’ and 3’ elements of the AS021 locus drive specific enhancer activity in the
lateral and dorsal pallium, respectively. Furthermore, by analyzing transcription factor binding
sites within conserved AmnSINE1 sequences, we propose a possible regulatory network in
which AS021 enhancer might be involved. There results suggest that exaptation of the AS021
SINE locus might have been involved in the establishment of interhemispheric communication
via the corpus callosum, a eutherian-specific brain structure.
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Inferring DNA Polymorphism of Pooled Sample from Second-Generation Sequencing
Data
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The task of sequencing many genomes from multiple taxa has become feasible by secondgeneration sequencing technologies. Since the sequencing error rate is high and distribution of
errors across sites is not random, it is difficult to call SNP and estimate DNA polymorphism.
We develop a method for estimating θ while minimizing the confounding effects of sequencing
errors by combining two different second-generation sequencing platforms. This method does
not need a prior distribution or mean value of the error rate. We use the simulated sequencing
data with different mean values (0.001~0.01 per site) and different distributions (constant
across sites and beta distribution) of error rate to validate that the method is highly robust to the
sequencing error. The method shows high accurateness even when error rate is very high and θ
is very low. When the error rate is 0.01 per site, the estimate of θ is 0.102±0.013 per kb by
using combined platforms method, which is only a little higher (2%) than the real value (0.1 per
kb).
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Development of New Method for Constructing Ortholog Dataset Using Large Amount of
Gene Data
Tokumasa Horiike1, Ryoich Minai1, Daisuke Miyata2, Yoshio Tateno3
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Generally, ortholog databases were useful for prediction of protein functions, but they are not
suitable for phylogenetic analysis because many paralogs and horizontally transferred genes are
included in the estimated ortholog dataset. Therefore, we developed a new method to overcome
the problems of constructing ortholog dataset that introduced the following ideas.
1) HGT Filter: Deletion of genes that are derived from horizontal gene transfer from initial
sequence dataset.
2) Out-paralog filter: Deletion of out-paralogs from result data of BLAST using the similarity
score. Remaining out-paralogs are deleted in the following steps.
3) Tree split: This program split a tree into two to remove the out-paralogs from the candidates
of ortholog dataset with the information of phylogenetic tree’s topology, such as monophyletic
or polyphyletic states in the group and species level.
4) Changing threshold: This program cut the candidate of ortholog group (including outparalog) into two ortholog groups by the difference of evolutionary distance among true
ortholog members and that among out-paralogs.
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Detecting Genes under Positive Selection in Non-model Organisms through
Transcriptome Sequencing
Renchao Zhou, Sufang Chen, Suhua Shi
School of Life Sxiences, Sun Yat-sen University, Guangzhou 510275, China

Deciphering the genetic architecture of adaptive evolution requires comprehensive
characterization of genes under positive selection at the genomic level. Detection of positive
selection can be done by comparing orthologous sequences from two or more species.
However, this kind of studies has been restricted to model organisms due to lack of genomic
resources in non-model organisms. The advent of new generation sequencing technologies
provides an unprecedented opportunity to study the role of natural selection in non-model
organisms. In this study, we sequenced the transcriptomes of two congeneric mangrove species,
Sonneratia alba and S. caseolaris, using Illumina HiSeq 2000. The two species differ markedly
in the level of salt tolerance; S. alba is one of the most salt tolerant mangrove species, while S.
caseolaris is much less salt tolerant. By de novo assembly and bidirectional blast, we identified
16722 putatively orthologous gene pairs between the two species. Using maximum likelihood
approach implemented in PAML, we found 226 genes showed sign of positive selection. Many
genes are related to reproduction and salt stress response. These candidate genes may play
important roles in species diversification and adaptation to heterogeneous intertidal
environments.
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Selection Intensity and Evolutionary Process on
the Peptide Bindig Region in the HLA Genes
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The human MHC (HLA) molecule is responsible for antigen presentation to T lymphocyte.
This is one of the most important immune molecules for infectious disease resistance. During
the past two decade, the number of available nucleotide sequences of the HLA alleles has
significantly increased in the database. We thus re-estimate the intensity of natural selection and
mutation rates based on the present available sequences, and compare our estimates with the
estimates based on previous data. The estimated parameters in the present analysis do not much
differ from the previous ones. However, in this analysis, we found an interesting mode of the
peptide binding region (PBR) evolution in the HLA DRB1 genes. Some pairs of functional
alleles showed no amino acid substitutions at the PBR but substantial substitutions at other
neutral sites. To solve this problem, first we examined in details amino acid substitution
patterns at PBR nonsynonymous sites. In particular, our analyses are focusing on amino acids
which are composed of peptide binding pockets in the PBR. We will discuss the possibility that
functionality of alleles can be evolved in convergent way.
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Tracking The Ancestry Of A Deeply Conserved Eumetazoan SINE Domain
Piskurek O, Jackson DJ
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Transposable elements (TEs), such as short interspersed elements (SINEs), evolve rapidly and
are generally restricted to specific lineages. Here we demonstrate that a central core of the
previously described Deu-domain located within DeuSINEs (Nishihara et al., 2006) is widely
distributed throughout the Metazoa. We characterize five new SINEs with this core sequence
from the genomes of cnidarians, molluscs, annelids and arthropods. Because this domain can be
traced back to the cnidarian-bilaterian split > 600 million years ago, we propose naming it the
"Nin" domain (the meaning of the Japanese character "Nin" is to endure and hide). Given that
conserved non-coding DNA, such as that derived from the activity of SINEs, can be
functionally relevant for the host genome (Sasaki et al., 2008), our findings highlight the need
to understand these functions and the roles they may have played in supporting the evolution of
multicellular genomes.
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A Paralog of Olfactory Marker Protein Gene in Teleost Fish: Another Candidate Marker
for Unclassified Cells in Olfactory Rosette
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Olfactory Marker Protein (OMP) is known as a specific marker to identify mature olfactory
sensory neurons in vertebrate. OMP is thought to be a single copy gene among almost all
animals so far. Here, we report that another paralog of OMP gene, named OMP2, exists in the
genome of teleost fish. Our phylogentic analysis supports that two OMP genes are emerged by
teleost-specific whole genome duplication. We then analyzed expression pattern of OMP1,
OMP2, and other olfaction-related genes in olfactory rosette from adult zebrafish by two-color
fluorescent in situ hybridization technique. As a result, OMP2 was not co-expressed with any
other already-known marker genes, such as OMP1 or TRPC2. Our results suggest that
subneofunctionalization occurred between OMP1 and OMP2 after the duplication.
Furthermore, we newly discovered OMP2-expressing cells in olfactory rosette of teleost fish.
Thus, OMP2 could be used as a novel marker for some types of olfactory sensory neurons.
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Positive Darwinian selection and demographic history illustrate the dimorphic allelic
diversity of V1R1 receptor gene in Lake Tanganyika cichlids tribe Tropheini
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Gene-loss and pseudogenization in human lineage throughout the eukaryotes
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Some of genes established since far ancestors became pseudogenes (unitary pseudogenes) or
have been lost. The disappearance of such of genes could be a major force in evolution.
From available complete genomes of eukaryote, we have first identified putative orthologous
groups thanks to “OrthoMCL”, and determined those where human genes are missing.
Subsequently, we developed a software to check automatically the real absence of human genes
through “TblastN”, gene prediction and analysis of phylogenies. When “GeneLoss” finds
'corpse' of human gene ortholog, it performs an accurate analysis of the pseudogenization
process.
We described hundreds genes lost or pseudogenized in the human lineage during the eukaryote
evolution. Most of them have never been reported yet.
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The structures and general features of genomes viewed from the three non-model marine
animals: coral, pearl oyster and acornworm.
Takeshi Kawashima, Ryo Koyanagi, Takeshi Takeuchi, Chuya Shinzato, Eiichi Shoguchi, Nori
Satoh

Metazoans (animals) are classified into roughly 35 phyla by their basic bodyplan. Most of the
phyla are marine invertebrates, even most of the model organisms are terrestrial animals (living
in fresh water or on land). Typical model organisms have relatively short life cycle and their
genome shows small genomes. To investigate more general aspect of the features of genome
structures and its evolution, decoding genome sequences from more variety of marine
invertebrates are indispensable. In this presentation, we summarize currently ongoing our three
genome projects: staghorn coral (Acropora digitifera), japanese pearl oyster (Pinctada fucata)
and hawaiian acornworm (Ptychodera flava), and report the basic comparisons of their genome
structure, nucleotide composition, rough estimation of gene density, average length of introns
as well as the survey for repetitive elements. These three species are classified into the different
animal groups: non-bilateria, protostomia and deuterostomia. Estimated size of these three
genomes range from 0.4Gb to 1.2Gb, which may represent the predominant features among the
extant animal genomes.
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Phylogenetic Evidence for a Single Acquisition of Prokaryotic Genes at the Origin of
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There are two competing hypotheses for the origin of eukaryotic genes with prokaryotic
homologs. According to the first hypothesis they originated by endosymbiotic gene transfer
(EGT) from the organelles into the eukaryotic nuclear genome. The alternative hypothesis
suggests that these genes were gradually acquired by lateral gene transfer from prokaryotes
(‘you are what you eat’, or YAWYE for short). Here we test these two hypotheses using
phylogenetic trees of eukaryotic protein families and their prokaryotic homologs. Phylogenetic
trees where eukaryotes are monophyletic support the EGT hypothesis, while others supports the
YAWYE hypothesis. Cross-kingdom protein families were reconstructed from 27 eukaryotic
and 993 prokaryotic proteomes. Phylogenetic trees were reconstructed for 697 protein families
of sufficient sampling density by maximum likelihood approach. A total of 544 (78%) trees
comprise a monophyletic eukaryotic clade. The lack of eukaryotic monophyly in 59 (8%) trees
could be explained by organellar gene origin or limited sample of eukaryotic genome sampling.
Hence a total of 603 (86%) trees are in favor of the EGT hypothesis. Our results provide clear
evidence that no massive replacement of genes through bacterial xenologs occurred after the
split of main eukaryotic groups.
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Implication of quantitative variation of vernalization requirement as an adaptive trait in
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In many temperate plant species, prolonged cold treatment, known as vernalization, is one of
the most critical steps in the transition from vegetative to reproductive stage. Some cereals are
divided according to their flowering behaviors into two growth habit types: winter and spring.
We analyzed varietal variation and the geographic distribution of the degree of vernalization
requirements in germplasms of domesticated and wild barley. We found a biased geographic
distribution of vernalization requirements in domesticated barley: Western regions were
strongly associated with a higher degree of spring type, and the extreme winter types were
localized to East Asia. Both wild ancestors and domesticated landraces, the distributing regions
of which overlapped each other, mainly belonged to the moderate class of winter type. Onethird of the variation of winter type was partially explained by allelic variation of three
vernalization genes, and the remaining two-thirds were explained by unknown gene(s). This
evidence implied that the East Asian accessions might be a genetically differentiated group
derived for an evolutionary reason, resulting in their greater tendency towards a winter growth
habit.
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Inference of the speciation process between human and chimpanzee is one of the most
intriguing issues for elucidating the human evolution. Still now, however, some parts of the
speciation process remain unsettled (e.g. the possibility of introgression). In this study,
generating orthologous genome alignments among human, chimpanzee and orangutan, we
estimated the divergence time between human and chimpanzee. We improved the Rannala and
Yang's Bayesian inference algorithm assuming mutation rate heterogeneities among loci and
among phylogenetic tree branches. Using the genomic regions (237 Mb) consisting of <10%
repeat-masked regions, we estimated speciation times of autosomes and X chromosomes to be
4.47 and 3.94 MYA, respectively, which were significantly different. The population size of the
common ancestors was estimated at ~27,500. In addition, we found that some genomic regions
(~5 Mb) in autosomes showed significantly shorter speciation times. We examined the cause of
such heterogeneity in the estimated speciation times, which may be independent of mutation
rate variation and repeat sequence occupancy in the genomic regions.
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It has been proposed that the insertion time of a long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposon
can be estimated by the divergence between the two LTRs at the both ends because their
sequences were identical at the insertion event. This method is based on the assumption that the
two LTRs accumulate point mutations independently; therefore, the divergence reflects the time
since the insertion event. However, if gene conversion occurs between LTRs, the nucleotide
divergence will be much smaller than expected with the assumption of the independent
accumulation of point mutations. To examine this assumption, we investigated the extent of
gene conversion between LTRs by applying a comparative genomic approach to primates
(humans and rhesus macaques) and rodents (mice and rats). We found that gene conversion
plays a significant role in the molecular evolution of LTRs in primates and rodents, but the
extent is quite different. In rodents, most LTRs are subject to extensive gene conversion that
reduces the divergence, so that the divergence-based method results in a serious
underestimation of the insertion time. In primates, this effect is limited to a small proportion of
LTRs. The most likely explanation of the difference involves the minimum length of the
interacting sequence (minimal efficient processing segment [MEPS]) for interlocus gene
conversion. An empirical estimate of MEPS in human is 300–500 bp, which exceeds the length
of most of the analyzed LTRs. In contrast, MEPS for mice should be much smaller. Thus,
MEPS can be an important factor to determine the susceptibility of LTRs to gene conversion,
although there are many other factors involved. It is concluded that the divergence method to
estimate the insertion time should be applied with special caution because at least some LTRs
undergo gene conversion.
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Evidence of Positive Selection Acting on Novel Primate Specific Transcripts Generated
from Bidirectional Promoters
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Environmental condition would influences evolution of not only phenotypes but also its genetic
architectures. Because genetic architectures of phenotypes could influences ability to create
phenotypic variation, properties of genetic architectures might play significant role in
adaptation to novel environment.
Acquisitions of novel function are important for adaptation to novel environment and often
owes to functional divergence of duplicated genes, however; fixation of redundant duplicated
genes are necessary before divergence. While classical theory hypothesized neutral fixations of
redundant genes, recent studies demonstrated importance of selection for its fixations. Thus, it
is possible that mode of environmental fluctuation could affect genetic architecture. However,
the relationship between mode of environmental fluctuation and the evolution of novel function
is not clear, and how small-scale gene duplication and whole genome duplication contribute
differently to adaptation is not also well understood.
Here we propose an evolutionary model of gene regulatory networks with small-scale gene
duplication, whole genome duplication, cis-regulatory mutation and coding region mutation. By
using the model, we analyze how modes of spatiotemporal environmental fluctuation affect the
acquisitions of novel functions.
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Antimicrobial peptides are essential components among Drosophila innate immune systems
against bacteria and fungi. A repertoire of antimicrobial peptides and their appropriate
expressions are important for individual fly to survive under infection of microorganisms.
Seven antimicrobial peptides have been identified in D. melanogaster, in which two
antimicrobial peptides, Metchnikowin and Drosomycin, have been identified as antifungal
peptide. Due to the effort of the 12 Drosophila genome project, Metchnikowin has been found
in the all 12 Drosophila species encoded by a single copy gene, whereas Drosomycin presents
only in the species belonging to the melanogaster group in the subgenus Sophophora and
encoded by multi-copy genes. Although D. virilis, which is a member of the subgenus
Drosophila, does not have Drosomycin, this species shows a higher resistance to fungal
infection than D. melanogaster does. This indicates a possibility that D. virilis has other
antimicrobial peptide(s) than those identified in D. melanogaster. Therefore, we screened the
genes induced by fungal infection in D. virilis to identify potential antimicrobial peptides, using
differential display method. As the results, we identified a couple of candidate genes.
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Ageing is the leading risk factor for the majority of human diseases. Yet we still lack a solid
understanding of why we age. Evolutionary studies can help to answer this question because
they address the ultimate reasons for differences in ageing, such as the selection pressures that
lead to ageing differences among organisms, how fast these differences evolve, and if these
evolutionary changes are reversible. Here we build upon the evolutionary theory of ageing by
investigating the role of genetic drift, a strong evolutionary force which can render natural
selection inefficient. In populations of low effective size (i.e., populations with strong genetic
drift), mutations that accumulate due to drift are expressed at an earlier age, and thus
individuals in these populations should age at a faster rate. We tested for differences in ageing
between eight Daphnia magna (Crustacea) populations of different sizes. The results from three
independently run experiments show that individuals from smaller, genetically less diverse
populations have a substantially reduced lifespan compared to those from larger and more
diverse populations. The results of this project advance our understanding of the processes
through which ageing and lifespan evolve in natural populations. Evolutionary research has the
potential to improve our general understanding of the causes of ageing and of the differences in
ageing among organisms and individuals. The next steps will involve the mapping and
identification of the genes which contribute to differences in ageing between such small and
large populations.
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Teleost fishes, and especially cyprinids, have evolved a wide array of physiological adaptations
to hypoxia. Under hypoxia, major changes in gene expression are mediated by hypoxia-
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Reproductive barriers between closely related species often differ in strength or effect between
reciprocal crosses. This causes “sexual conflict” within individuals in the case of simultaneous
hermaphrodites. For example, pulmonate snails normally inseminate each other through
simultaneous reciprocal (two-way) copulation. However, after two species (BP and BS) begin
copulation with each other, BP terminates penial insertion without inseminating BS, while BS
inseminates BP. Gametes are compatible between species. Thus, within BP, a male rejects BS,
while a female accepts BS. Or, within BS, a female rejects BP, while a male accepts BP. We
found that F1 hybrids are not intermediate in interspecific rejection and acceptance during
copulation. Instead, hybrids behave as if they were BP by similarly terminating copulation
without inseminating BS, whereas BS inseminates hybrids. These results suggest the presence
of genetic dominance in inheritance of interspecific recognition during mating, which may not
be a quantitative trait but determined by a few or one gene. Our study presents evidence for
conflict in interspecific recognition between sexes within individuals and for dominance in a
simple genetic system for reproductive isolation.
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Early attempts to root the eukaryote tree with molecular data used archaea as the outgroup, but
were misleading due to long-branch attraction. An alternative is to use nuclear-encoded
mitochondrial (NcMt) proteins, with bacteria as the outgroup. Since NcMts are often poorly
annotated, we applied an indirect and exhaustive approach to find them. Proteins with closer
homologs in bacteria than archaea (euBacs) were extracted from thirteen eukaryote proteomes
and screened for universality and clean phylogenies (no lateral transfer, no out-paralogs). A set
of 284 universal euBacs was identified, most of which appear to be NcMts. Phylogenetic
analyses of the concatenated 40 proteins using RAxML and MrBayes generated a single rooted
phylogeny with bootstrap > 80% for all major nodes (most nodes = 100%). The resulting root
was further tested using an accumulative AU test, which rejected the two significant competing
hypotheses (p<0.05). Removal of fast-evolving sites and outgroup taxa with strong
compositional bias further strengthened support for the deepest nodes. Thus, we have identified
a new dataset to test deep eukaryote phylogeny with a relatively close outgroup.
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The fish family Poeciliidae, including the guppy (Poecilia reticulata), has at least ten loci of
visual opsin genes in the genome, the largest among vertebrates ever examined: four red (LWSA, LWS-B, LWS-C and LWS-D), two green (RH2-1 and RH2-2), two blue (SWS2-A and SWS2B), one UV (SWS1) and one rod (RH1). All the ten genes are expressed in the retina. The direct
measurement of absorption spectra at a cell by microspectrophotometry (MSP) has identified
seven classes of visual cells in the guppy retina: yellow, green-yellow, green, blue, violet and
UV cones and rods. In the present study we attempted to reconstitute the photopigments for the
opsins and measure their absorption spectra in vitro. Although we have failed the reconstitution
for LWS-B, LWS-C and LWS-D, the in vitro and MSP measures matched well between LWS-A
(λmax 562 nm) and yellow (560), RH2-1 (476) and blue (465), SWS2-B (408) and violet (406),
SWS1 (353) and UV (359), and RH1 (503) and rod (503). The RH2-2 (516) and SWS2-A (435)
had no apparent cellular counterparts, and LWS-B, LWS-C and LWS-D could correspond to
either of the green-yellow (541) or green (525) cells. Though further studies are necessary,
these results contribute to our understanding the fascinating visual ecology of guppies.
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The parasitic ciliate Ichthyophthirius multifiliis (Ich) is responsible for ‘white spot’ disease
in freshwater fish, a major problem in commercial aquaculture worldwide. While it is generally
assumed that Ich reproduces sexually to produce genetic variants that are crucial in
environmental and/or host adaptation, there is no conclusive data to support this one way or the
other. We first searched the Ich’s genome for the presence of meiosis and conjugation specific
genes. Given positive results, we then examined the expression profiles of a number of these
genes in the tomont, trophozoite and theront stages of the life cycle by real-time PCR. While
we found indicative results of sexual reproduction from real-time PCR, microscopic
observations showed no evidence of micronuclear meiosis, macronuclear degradation, or
anlagen formation at this or later time points (up to the theront stage) in any cells examined.
Population genetics approach also failed to give conclusive results. Further experiments are
underway to address these seemingly contradictory findings.
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Plasmids are mobile genetic elements that can be transferred horizontally between prokaryotic
cells. Here we study their role as vehicles of lateral gene transfer among microbes using
networks approach. For this purpose, we constructed a network of shared proteins (NSP)
among 535 completely sequenced proteobacterial species at increasing protein identity
thresholds. The nodes in this network correspond to 614 chromosomes and 474 plasmids that
are connected by edges representing shared protein content. Using a modularity function results
in community structure within the network. The communities comprise densely connected
plasmids and chromosomes having many proteins in common. At 90% protein identity
threshold most (87%) of the communities comprise members from the same taxonomic class.
Inter-class communities are frequently found to include Betaproteobacterial and
Gammaproteobacterial chromosomes and plasmids. Hence our results reveal that plasmidmediated gene mobility is mostly among closely related organisms from the same taxonomic
class. Inter-class communities reveal that plasmids have a role in lateral gene transfer across
long phylogenetic distance.
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Mycobacterium genus was consisted of more than one hundred species ranging from harmless
organisms to major human pathogens. Phylogenetic analyses based on the 16S rRNA gene have
had a considerable impact on the detection of relationships among mycobacterial species.
However, phylogenetic analyses relied on a single gene to classify bacteria at the genus have
often been found to be inaccurate because the tree of a single gene may provide only a limited
understanding of the genetic relationships. The combined use of sequences of several genes
makes classification more accurate. Therefore, constructing the phylogenetic tree based on the
whole-genome would be highly valuable for understanding more accurate genetic relationships.
In this study, we made three phylogenetic trees based on 16S rRNA, 23S rRNA, and the wholegenome. The classification between pathogenic and nonpathogenic species was successful by
using any trees. However, the genome based tree was better at the point of classification of
degradation of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) and the number of PE-PGRS gene
duplication.
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Living in family groups has fitness costs for the individual, like delayed dispersal while waiting
for a breeding territory. Delayed dispersal might have fitness costs for the offspring, but it also
may give advantages such as food access within the parental territory. The Siberian jay
(Persioreus infaustus) is a sedentary family living bird species in the boreal taiga forest. Unlike
many cooperatively breeding birds, they do not allow helpers at the nest, but the family groups
are formed with breeders, retained offspring and immigrants.
We are taking advantage of a twenty year dataset, pedigree and a microsatellite dataset to
explore how genetic relatedness is affecting reproductive success in the Siberian jay. We are
taking both genetic and environmental factors into account. This study will provide additional
insight to inbreeding avoidance and the potential benefit of philopatry.
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As genome sequencing is applied to rare or extinct organisms for which samples sizes are
inherently small, we face the theoretical question of how much evolutionary information is
contained within a single diploid genome. Traditionally, population genetic inference methods
have assumed the input data consist of a small number of loci from multiple samples. More
recently, methods have been developed that take advantage of genome-scale data with many
loci from many samples. However, the scenario with a very large number of loci and a very
small sample size – i.e. the full genome of a single diploid individual – has yet to be explored
theoretically. I investigate this last case, which avoids the typical challenge of integrating over
tree topologies but must account for between-locus recombination.
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Calcareous endoskeleton is a significant character of echinoderms. It also contributes to
evolution of larval form. Echinoderms have two distinguishable larval forms: pluteus and
auricularia. Pluteus larva have long arms sustained by skeleton and is seen in sea urchin and
brittle star, while auricularia larva do not have such skeleton. Phylogenic studies revealed that
auricularia retains ancestral larval state. Thus, in the evolution of pluteus form, acquisition of
larval skeleton was an important event. We analyzed molecular background of the evolution by
comparison in development of various echinoderm species. We found that some of skeletogenic
genes experienced interesting molecular-evolutionary events, such as gene duplication, neofunctionalization and heterochronic co-option. We discuss that these events were involved in
the emergence of echinoderm skeleton, the acquisition of larval skeleton, and subsequent
evolution of larval forms.
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Neural crest is an important novelty of vertebrates that enabled the evolution of their
complicated craniofacial structure. Acquisition of neural crest cells must have been
accompanied by emergence of new gene regulatory network (GRN). Here we examined
whether any protein-mediated evolution is involved in the emergence of neural crest GRN, we
tested potential activity of neural crest induction in FoxD family genes from chordates. While
zebrafish Foxd3 can induce ectopic neural crest cells, when overexpressed in chick neural tube,
FoxD cognates of protochordates did not show such activity, nor the other FoxD paralogues of
vertebrates. We found that N-terminal side of the vertebrate Foxd3 sequence is essential for the
acitivity to induce neural crest cells. Furthermore, replacement of N-terminus of amphioxus
FoxD with 39 amino acid sequence of zebrafish Foxd3 provide neural crest inducing activity
for amphioxus FoxD. Therefore, fixation of N-terminal amino acid sequence may have been
crucial for recruitment of Foxd3 in the vertebrate neural crest GRN.
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Retrotransposons are a major driving force in plant genome evolution. Here we surveyed the
sequence evolution of Ty1/copia-like retrotransposon reverse transcriptase in mangroves that
inhabit a tropical intertidal environment. Phylogenetic analyses revealed that recent expansions
of retrotranspsons have occurred independently in multiple species. Interestingly, a wellsupported lineage containing taxonomically diverse mangroves showed very high sequence
identity, which is strongly incongruent with the species tree based on 18s rRNA. The patchy
distribution was confirmed by southern blots. Such pattern can better be explained by horizontal
transfer (HT) rather than selection as indicated by comparative analyses of dn/ds, codon usage
bias, and sequence divergence with host genes. There are also weaker evidences for HT of
some other copia-like retroelements. Our results revealed extensive HTs of Ty1/copia-like
retrotransposons in mangroves which may have been facilitated by the activation of
retrotransposition under extreme environment.
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Oseltamivir is one of the four neuraminidase inhibitors, and is currently used to treat influenza.
Resistance to drugs has occurred infrequently among different viruses, including H5N1viruses,
but most notably has emerged among recently circulating H1N1 viruses. These H1N1 viruses
contained a drug-resistance mutation, a histidine to tyrosine substitution at NA residue 275
(H275Y). Moreover, it has been recently reported that there are permissive NA mutations that
allow viruses to tolerate H275Y, so it is thought that there may be some mutations which
influence the effect of mutations at other sites. With that in mind, we analyzed the evolution of
human seasonal H1N1 isolates by estimating their ancestors to clarify a relation between some
mutations. As a result, ancestral sequences estimated by Maximum Likelihood method
suggested that there were some concerted mutations such as G354D and Y275H or K332E and
D386N. This study suggested that the mutation on position 354 of H1N1 viruses may modify
the distortion caused by the mutation on position 275.
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In the absence of meiotic recombination, the fate of a gene is affected by its linked genes under
strong selection, i.e. ‘hitchhiking effect’. In other words, meiotic recombination functions for
relaxing the effects of natural selection. To investigate the effect of meiotic recombination on
natural selection, it is important to compare genetic variations between different recombination
environments. A fruit fly species, Drosophila albomicans, has neo-X and neo-Y chromosomes
originated by fusions of an autosome with X and Y chromosomes, respectively. As meiotic
recombination does not occur in the male germline in Drosophila, the genes on neo-Y
chromosome must be in a recombination-free environment, which gives us an excellent
opportunity for comparing genetic variations between different recombination environments.
We compared genetic variations among 28 genes including 14 genes on neo-X and neo-Y
chromosomes in D. albomicans. The results showed that the effect of natural selection on the
genes on neo-Y chromosome was largely altered most probably by the linkage to other genes. It
is concluded that meiotic recombination works to enhance the efficacy of natural selection on
individual genes.
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Yeast cells proliferate rapidly in media containing glucose, but cells change from fermentative
to non-fermentative metabolism when glucose is being depleted to utilize ethanol as the carbon
source. When the nutrients are limited, competition becomes more intensive among co-cultured
yeast strains. The laboratory BY strain and the wild RM strain exhibit differences in glucose
consumption rate and ethanol production rate in separate cultures where RM shows a faster
glucose consumption rate and BY shows higher ethanol production rate. We hypothesize that
this feature was
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Since the emergence Out-of-Africa, human populations have grown exponentially at a
moderate rate (0.4% per generation). In the last 100 generations, this rate has progressively
increased: from around 10% per generation 2000 years ago, it has reached the dramatic figure
of 37% in the last 100 years. One genetic consequence of rapid increase of effective population
size is the accumulation of rare variation that are due to very recent mutations, which has been
observed in large sequencing datasets. Based on simulated data, we compared two populations
to study the interplay of demography and natural selection. The first scenario followed a
demographic model of European history that only accounts for the population bottlenecks
experienced by the population, while the second scenario considered a recent, strong
exponential growth. Our results show a clear difference between the distribution of the number
and fitness effect of mutations present in the two populations. Understanding the nature of the
very low-frequency polymorphisms present in our current population is crucial as it may help to
answer fundamental questions concerning the impact of recent human growth on the genetic
architecture of complex disease and on the means by which genotype-phenotype association
can best be detected.
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Scientists, educators, and the general public often need to know times of divergence between
species. But they rarely can locate that information because it is buried in the scientific
literature, usually in a format that is inaccessible to text search engines. We have developed a
public knowledgebase that enables data-driven access to the collection of peer reviewed
publications in molecular evolution and phylogenetics that have reported estimates of time of
divergence between species. Users can query the TimeTree re-source by providing two names
of organisms (common or scientific) that can correspond to species or groups of species. The
current TimeTree web resource (TimeTree2) contains timetrees reported from molecular clock
analyses in 910 published studies and 17,341 species that span the diversity of life. TimeTree2
interprets complex and hierarchical data from these studies for each user query, which can be
launched using an iPhone application, in addition to the website. Published time estimates are
now readily accessible to the scientific community, K–12 and college educators, and the general
public, without requiring knowledge of evolutionary nomenclature. TimeTree2 is accessible
from the URL http://www.timetree.org. An iPhone app is available from iTunes (search for
TIMETREE).
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Past climate change faced species to shift its ranges along latitude and altitude. The Yaku Island
is a small island, located at the south of the Kyushu Island, and dozens of plant species have
southernmost and northernmost populations on this island. We simulated coalescence of
populations including one from the Yaku Island in two relative species, Rubus palmatus and R.
grayanus, which has southernmost and northernmost populations within the species’ ranges on
the island, respectively. Divergence time between a population on the island and a
corresponding nearby population was estimated approximately 65,000 and 10,000 years ago in
R. palmatus and R. grayanus, respectively, based on sequence data of 12 genes. In both species,
there is limited or no migration after population divergence. This result indicates that the Yaku
Island served as a refugium and disconnected to the rest of refugia of R. palmatus although the
island was geographically connected to the Kyushu Island during LGM. R. grayanus, on the
other hand, likely retreated from the Yaku Island toward the south during the LGM.
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Population genomic analysis of wild and lab strains of yeast
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The identification of adaptive changes in a genome is crucial for understanding the process of
selection and the evolutionary forces that shape genetic variability. With the availability of
whole genome sequence data for over seventy isolates; S. cerevisiae has become an invaluable
tool to study these selective pressures. The species as a whole occupies a variety of ecological,
geographical, clinical, and industrial niches providing a wide range of opportunities for
adaptive changes to occur allowing for the opportunity to study how different selective
pressures shape genetic variability. Recent studies have shown significant differences in levels
of variation between lab and wild strains, and have identified putative adaptive regions in the
former. However, it is also of note that in the process of moving wild strains into the lab, they
likely underwent a diversity reducing domestication event - an important consideration given
the well-known capacity of population bottlenecks to replicate genomic patterns of positive
selection (i.e., false positives). Using whole genome polymorphism data from both wild and lab
strains, this study systematically estimates the demographic history of each population. With
these parameters defined, we are then able to confidently scan for recent adaptive events
important in the domestication of yeast.
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Linguistic and genetic studies have shown that most Indian groups have ancestry from two
genetically divergent populations, Ancestral North Indians (ANI) and Ancestral South Indians
(ASI). However, the date of mixture still remains unknown. We analyze genome-wide data
from about 60 South Asian groups using a newly developed method that utilizes information
related to admixture linkage disequilibrium to estimate mixture dates. Our analyses suggest that
major ANI-ASI mixture occurred in the ancestors of both northern and southern Indians
1,200-3,500 years ago, overlapping the time when Indo-European languages first began to be
spoken in the subcontinent. These results suggest that this formative period of Indian history
was accompanied by mixtures between two highly diverged populations, although our results
do not rule other, older ANI-ASI admixture events. A cultural shift subsequently led to
widespread endogamy, which decreased the rate of additional population mixtures.
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DNA methylation is found in the genomes of nearly all eukaryotes. While some organisms (e.g.
mammals and plants) appear to have highly derived DNA methylation directed mechanisms to
regulate gene expression, recent analysis of diverse eukaryotes provides evidence that the basal
role of DNA methylation promotes genome stability of the germline (e.g. suppression of
transposable elements) and suppresses spurious gene expression in eukaryotic organisms.
Understanding the existence and roles of methylation across diverse eukaryotes will be critical
to understanding the evolution of methylation and how it relates to the evolution of organismal
complexity. Importantly, contrary to the general conservation of active methylation in
eukaryotes, it has historically been assumed that C. elegans has little or no methylated DNA
based on traditional yet insensitive methylation assays. However, an analysis of the C. elegans
the C. elegans genome identifies three putative methyltransferases and two methyltransferase
associated proteins suggesting that the machinery for active DNA methylation remains in this
species. To characterize the potential methylome of C. elegans we combined the techniques of
methylated DNA enrichment, bisulfite treatment and high through-put sequencing, to map
methylated cytosine residue in C. elegans at single base resolution. We then categorized all
methylated cytosine residues with respect to genome annotation to find that the distribution of
methylated sites is biased toward transposable elements, pseudogenes, rRNA, snRNA and in
the gene bodies of protein coding genes consistent with the proposal basal role of methylation
in diverse eukaryotes.
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Positive selection occurs when there is some advantage in changing the gene function, such as
in the case of proteins that recognize pathogenic molecules, and is characterized by rapid
evolution. Importantly, positive selection is not indicative of functional importance in itself;
positively selected genes may or may not be more functionally important than other genes.
Rather, the presence of positive selection shows that the genes involved have provided
evolutionarily adaptive responses to internal or external environmental changes, or otherwise
have been involved in a dynamics that would selectively have favored changes of the genes.
Many different kinds of genes have been shown to be under positive selection, and for some of
them it was possible to assess the functional implications of the subsequent amino acid
changes. Positive selection acting on mammalian apoptosis related genes was shown to target
protein interfaces that interact with pathogens, but was also changing the surfaces of
components of signalling complexes (however selection appears primarily to be driven by the
immune/defense related function of these genes). Positive selection has also been shown to
interfere with the activity of enzymes, changing active site amino acid residues to modulate
substrate specificity. Such is the case of serine proteases involved in the immune response and
also of two important groups of detoxifying enzymes, cytosolic glutathione transferases and
cytochromes P450.
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The BmTNML locus (Chrromosome 6 on the Bombyx mori) of B. mandarina inhabiting in East
Asian region were compared with those of B. mori. Insertion patterns of the Transposable
elements were different from those of B. mori except for all of them contain the Bmmar2 type
of the mariner sequences. There were no BMC1 retrotransposable element insertions, tripartite
structures like as B. mori. On the contrary, some of them were inserted by the Bmamat1
transposons which are homologous to Bmmar6 similar to the maT-family member Bmmar1 at
the 3’ region of the mariner. They had complete ORF for Transposase, representative amino
acid motif, DD37D catalytic triad and were observed the footprint they might be cleaved from
that site. By using the sequences around the BmTNML locus, we inferred the genealogy of
these two species, estimated the time, order of the event that four different transposable
elements insert into or move off from this locus.

P2-81
Fast and slow implementations of relaxed clock methods show similar patterns of
accuracy in estimating divergence times
BillingRoss, Paul
Center for Evolutionary Medicine, USA

Phylogenetic analyses are using increasingly larger datasets for estimating divergence times.
With this increase in data sizes, the computation time required is becoming a bottleneck in
evolutionary investigations. Our recent study of two relaxed-clock programs (BEAST and
MultiDivTime) showed their usefulness in time estimation; however, they place a significant
computational time burden on biologists even for moderately small datasets. Here, we report
speed and accuracy of another relaxed-clock program (MCMCTree, MC2T). We find it to be
much faster than both MDT and BEAST, while producing comparable time estimates. These
results will encourage the analysis of larger datasets as well as the evaluation of the robustness
of estimated times to changes in the model of evolutionary rates and clock calibrations.

P2-82
Using whole-genome sequencing to reveal the history of the dot chromosome in
Drosophilids
Beatriz Vicoso1,, Monica Pimentel1, Doris Bachtrog1
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The genome of all Drosophila species is contained in six chromosomal arms, called
Muller elements A to F. Although fusions of different elements and within-arm rearrangements
occur, their gene content is conserved throughout the genus. While elements A to E are large
and mostly euchromatic, element F, the “dot chromosome”, is small, highly heterochromatic,
and has extremely low rates of recombination. However, unlike other heterochromatic regions,
it has a high gene density and is highly transcribed. Although our understanding of the current
evolution of this chromosome has improved, its origin remains a mystery. In the more distant
Drosophila buskii and in one species of the close outgroup Scaptodrosophila, the dot
chromosome is fused to the X-chromosome (element A), and this has been put forward as a
possible ancestral state of the Drosophila genus. In order to study element F in more distant
dipteran insects, we are using Illumina technology to obtain whole-genome sequences for
several Drosophilids. We find evidence that in Tephritids, another outgroup of Drosophila,
element F is the only sex chromosome, suggesting that it may be the ancestral Drosophilidae
sex chromosome. We discuss models for the transition from this ancestral state to the current
karyotypes observed in Drosophila.
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The importance of molecular phylogeographic studies of mountainous headwater specific
aquatic insects
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Headwaters, the streams that from the beginnings of river, are a unique component of
catchments as they usually support a taxonomically and ecologically unique fauna. Particularly
in the Japanese archipelago, intense deformation occurred during in the Quaternary, in which
many high altitude mountains were formed in the last 1-2 million years. For the aquatic insects
found in these higher mountain areas, it’s widely considered that the population sizes of upperstream species are as a rule comparatively smaller than the population sizes of lower-stream
species. And, these differences in population size and structure are attributed to the degree of
genetic fixation. In fact, in several headwater-specific insects, it has been observed that they
exhibit high genetic variation at an inter-population level within each species, even between
geographically close populations. Because such populations are highly isolated in terms of
potential gene flow. Furthermore, it was noted that molecular phylogeographic studies in
Japanese mountainous areas provide highly useful material for discussion into evolutionary
phylogeography due to the clear results from the near textbook case habitats being studied.
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Novel Genome Rearrangement Mechanisms Detected by H. pylori Genome Comparison
Yoshikazu Furuta1,2, Mikihiko Kawai3, Koji Yahara4, Noriko Takahashi1,2, Naofumi Handa1,2,
Takeshi Tsuru2,5, Kenshiro Oshima1, Masaru Yoshida6, Takeshi Azuma6, Masahira Hattori1,
Ikuo Uchiyama3, Ichizo Kobayashi1,2,5
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Helicobacter pylori, a bacterial pathogen in human stomach, is known for genome plasticity
and geographical differentiation. We sequenced 4 Japanese H. pylori strains and compared them
with 6 strains. We found gene copy number changes specific to East Asian strains mapping at
an endpoint of a large genome inversion. Their sequence analysis suggested the occurrence of
DNA Duplication Associated with Inversion (DDAI). Mechanisms of a
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Diversity of Non-visual Photopigment Parapinopsin and Evolution of Pineal Color
Discrimination
Mitsumasa Koyanagi1, Emi Kawano-Yamashita1, Seiji Wada1, Hisao Tsukamoto1, Yoshinori
Shichida2, Akihisa Terakita1
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Many animals sense light signals for vision and non-visual photoreceptions with opsin-based
photopigments in photoreceptor cells. Most animals possess multiple opsin genes but the
significance of the multiplicity of non-visual pigments has been unknown, in contrast to the
case of cone visual pigments, which is revealed to have diversified in spectral sensitivity for
color vision. Previously, we found that the parapinopsin is a UV-sensitive photopigment and
underlies the UV reception for the pineal “color discrimination” in lamprey. Recently, we
discovered that teleosts possess two parapinopsins, parapinopsin-1 and parapinopsin-2 in their
genomes. RT-PCR analyses revealed that both parapinopsins are distributed to the pineal
organs. Therefore we investigated and compared their spectroscopic characteristics by
expressing them in cultured cells as well as their localization in the pineal organ by using
specific antibodies. Obtained results allowed us to discuss the linkage between the
diversification of parapinopsin and the evolution of pineal color discrimination in teleosts.

P2-88
A Hidden Markov Model for Joint Inference of Migration Parameters and Migrant Tracts
Mason Liang1, Rasmus Nielsen1
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We present a program which infers the location and age of migrant tracts in human haplotype
data through a hidden Markov model (HMM) with transition matrix based on population
genetic parameters. Recent studies have shown that human demographic history is quite
complex, and suggest that admixture between many archaic populations is responsible for the
patterns of genetic diversity we currently see. Previous work on hidden Markov models of
admixture and migration have focused on inferring admixture in genotype data assuming a
model of continuous, uniform migration.
Here, we use Pool and Nielsen's results about the distribution of migrant tract lengths to
explicitly include the time of the migration event in the hidden states of the HMM. To improve
the speed of the program, we have approximated a continuous model of migration by a finite
number of instantaneous migration events. The number and intensity of these are determined by
an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm.
We analyze the effectiveness of this program on simulated data and genomes from AfricanAmerican individuals, and demonstrate that it is able to accurately infer the times and
intensities of admixture events.
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Modeling a growth of microRNA-mediated regulation systems in plants
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MicroRNAs are one of the non-coding small RNAs (19-25 nucleotides), which are involved in
post-transcriptional gene regulation. The microRNA-target genes interaction is unidirectional,
and identifying such interactions are not very difficult especially in plants, in which only a few
mismatches are allowed between the sequences of microRNA and the binding site in the target
gene to keep their interaction. This relatively simple gene regulation system with great deal of
information in molecular biology provides a unique opportunity for modeling the growth of a
biosystem.
Novel microRNA-target gene interaction should be initially established by one microRNA gene
and one target gene, where a microRNA gene is the genomic site that codes for the microRNA.
Then, duplications of both microRNA gene and target gene follow, thereby creating a
complicated system with multiple interactions. In the meantime, an independent gene can join
the existing system by acquiring a binding site by mutations. Here, we develop a model to
incorporate these mechanisms to understand the evolutionary mechanisms behind the growth of
a microRNA system in plants.
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A genetically distinct coelacanth population is discovered off the northern Tanzanian
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Since the sensational discovery of a living coelacanth in South Africa, the geographic
distribution of viable coelacanth populations has been a subject of debate. In the past, the
coelacanths off the African mainland were thought to be strays from the Comoros. However, in
recent years, a large number of coelacanths were captured off the coast of Tanzania. We have
sequenced the complete mitochondrial genomes of 23 Tanzanian and 2 Comoran coelacanths
and analyzed these sequences together with 47 d-loop sequences from the literature. We found
that the coelacanth population off the northern Tanzanian coast is genetically differentiated
from those of the Comoros. Furthermore, we estimated that the population off the northern
Tanzanian coast and the Comoros population diverged at least 300,000 years ago. These results
indicate that the coelacanths off the northern Tanzania coast are not strays but are a genetically
distinct group.
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Identification of Genes Expressed in Lichen-Symbiosis
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Symbiosis, close and sympatric interactions between different species, is an important
interspecies relationship in ecological system. Lichens are symbiotic organisms composed of
algae and fungi. They are considered to be one of the most successful symbionts on the earth,
since they are found in almost all terrestrial habitats from the tropics to polar regions. Although
phylogenetic studies have revealed lichen-forming algae and fungi are both polyphyletic, the
molecular basis which enabled their symbiotic life remains unknown. In this study we attempt
to identify genes involved in the symbiosis of lichens. For this purpose we will examine
changes in gene expressions coincide with lichen-symbiosis by subtractive hybridization. To
confirm the validity of this method which can detect genes differentially expressed between two
states, we performed a preliminary experiment.
Physiological studies revealed dramatic change of photosynthetic activity in lichens depending
on their water content. Thus subtractive hybridization was applied to the lichens incubated
under different water condition. The results of this experiment will be reported.
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Long-term Transspecies Dimorphism of the PSMB8 gene in Actinopterygii
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The PSMB8 gene encodes a catalytic subunit of the immunoproteasome. We aligned the
PSMB8 sequences of zebrafish (Cypriniformes) and rainbow trout (Salmoniformes) retrieved
from databases, finding the presence of two highly divergent lineages, termed F- and A-lineage
based on the 31st amino acid residue, shared by these two species. Both F- and A-lineage genes
were found from the bichir, a basal actinopterygian, and genetic analysis indicated that the two
lineages are present as alleles in zebrafish, rainbow trout and bichir. These results indicated that
the allelic dimorphism of PSMB8 has been maintained for more than 400 million years by
strong balancing selection. Higher actinopterygians, such as medaka (Beloniformes) and fugu
(Tetradontiformes), have only the A-lineage genes, indicating that the F-lineage has been lost in
the higher teleosts. We are now analysing the PSMB8 sequences of wide range of teleostean
fishes from the Myctophiformes, the Polymixiiformes and the Zeiformes to clarify when the Flineage was lost.

P2-94
Molecular Evolution of the Auditory System
using Genes Related to the Development of Hair Cells
Koji Matsumoto, Koya Kato, Toshinori Endo, Katsuhiko Mineta
Graduate School of Information Science and Technology, Hokkaido University, Japan

Auditory system strongly contributes to animals for hunting and protecting against enemy.
Thus, this system is important for animals to survive and prosper. Since the diversity in
auditory system allows vertebrates to adapt their environments, hair cells, the receptor of sound
should have played a key role in the evolution of the system.To reveal the functional sites
contributed to their diversification, we compared the genes involved in the hair cell
development. The sequence comparison of 34 genes related to hair cells development (Ralph et
al. 2002) among 13 vertebrates revealed 19 orthologous genes amongst all the classes.
Interestingly the phylogeny of 15 genes among them showed the longest branches for
vertebrates living in aquatic environment (i.e. fish, amphibian, dolphin, platypus), despite of
their distant phylogenetic position. By comparing amino acid sequences, we identified 29 sites
distinctive in these vertebrates from the terrestrial. Among them, nine sites were located on
functionally known domains such as sema and PSI working on signalling and cell structure. On
the other hand, 20 sites located in functionally unknown regions. All these sites might
contribute to the evolutional innovation in hair cells for adapting to the aquatic environment.
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Characterization of the Fgf8 cis-regulatory element derived from a SINE and possible
involvement in mammalian brain formation
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Transposons such as short interspersed repetitive elements（SINEs) have become to be
regarded as a potent evolutional force.
We previously found a new SINE family, AmnSINE1, shared among amniotes are highly
conserved in mammalian species, and demonstrated that one of these mammal-specific noncording elements (CNEs), AS071, functions as an enhancer for Fgf8 in developing mouse
diencephalon.
Further examination by the expression analysis using the series of the deletion constructs
revealed that three distinct elements are contained within the AS071: The CNE2 alone could
drive the lacZ expression in the dorsal domain of diencephalon, while the CNE1 could only
define it into the lateral wall of the diencephalon.
Besides, the SINE element appears to restrict the expression only in the hypothalamus.
We propose that a SINE inserted into the AS071 locus acquired novel cis-regulatory activity for
Fgf8 in hypothalamus in the genome of a mammalian common ancestor, and specifically
enhanced Fgf8 caused mammalian brain formation.

P2-96
Diverging regulation of the gnathal appendage morphology in insects may be hidden by
the conserved expression patterns of the head hox genes – insights from Periplaneta
Jin Liu,
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Comprehensive analysis of medaka MHC class II genes reveals the orthologous
relationship between Euteleostei class II genes
Hidemi Bannai1, Masaru Nonaka1
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The Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) region contains many immunologically
important genes. The teleost MHC is exceptional among jawed vertebrates, in that classIA,
classIIA and IIB genes are dispersed over several chromosomes. Thus, analysis of teleost MHC
should provide new insight into the MHC evolution. However, the dispersed configuration and
the existence of multiple copies of MHC genes make it difficult to identify genetic loci of
teleost MHC.
To shed light on this situation, we performed comprehensive analysis of medaka MHC class II
genes by cDNA cloning, genomic PCR and database search, and found that medaka has five
sets of class IIA and IIB genes, one set being highly polymorphic classical class II and four sets
being non-classical class II, and each set is on a different chromosome.
Upon phylogenetic analysis, these medaka class II genes belong to three distinct lineages which
had been established before the appearance of Euteleostei. This is the first report to describe
orthologous relationship of the MHC class II genes between Euteleostei.
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Two related species that inhabit different districts progress molecular and ecological evolutions
independently with the geographical barrier. However, human mediated second contact often
disrupts those natural evolutionary processes. In Japan mainland, there are two lineages of the
Japanese common toads, the eastern Bufo japonicus formosus and the western B. j. japonicus,
which diverged 5.7 Mya based on molecular data. Although Tokyo urban area is originally the
habitat range of B. j. formosus, the morphometric study in this area suggested artificial
introgression from B. j. japonicus to B. j. formosus. We analysed the genetic structure of B.
japonicus group in Tokyo area using two types of genetic markers, mitochondrial DNA Cytb
and six loci of microsatellites. Metapopulation level analysis revealed not only high gene flows
among breeding ponds but also past introgressive hybridization between the two lineages. Here,
we report a case of deep genetic introgression of invasive subspecies to the native one despite
F1 hybrid disgenesis.

P2-99
Ancestral cercopithecoid and hylobatid demography
Swapan Mallick1,2, Sante Gnerre2, Julie Neubauer2, David Reich1,2
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Except for the great apes, our closest living relatives are apes and old world monkeys, yet their
phylogeny and demography remains unresolved despite considerable efforts, especially so in
the highly diverse gibbon and macaque species. To investigate these, we designed an
experiment to probe sequences from both sets of primates, generating 0.6 Mb of filtered,
aligned nuclear DNA across 1100 loci in ten gibbon species and nine macaque species split
equally across the X chromosome and autosomes. Importantly the same loci were used in both,
thus providing an independent check on the reliability of the generated sequence at each locus.
This represents the largest set of data obtained for these primates to date. We then used quartet
puzzling to generate the phylogeny and fit a model of demographic parameters using
MCMCcoal. Further, comparisons between autosomal and X loci suggest sex biased gene flow
which is generally consistent with previously observed life histories for these primates.
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Non-conservation of developmental ‘toolkitʼ genes
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Decades of molecular developmental studies have led to discoveries of regulatory networks
governing various morphogenetic processes. Cross-species comparisons among diverse animals
have revealed a high level of conservation of gene repertoires responsible for those
developmental processes. A prevalent idea is that changes in expression patterns or functions of
commonly shared genes (for example, heterotopy, heterochrony, and co-option) have resulted in
diversity in phenotype. However, this idea, which was established in the pre-genomic era,
should now be verified with many sequenced genomes and further analyses. To find potential
triggers of evolutionary changes unexplored so far, we have been interested in detection of
small-scale losses and duplications of developmental genes that are well studied in vertebrates.
Our bioinformatic survey has detected quite a few genes that are possessed by chicken,
Xenopus and zebrafish, but not by mammals. Importantly, because genome sequencing for
mammals and teleost fishes, respectively, has been performed intensively for multiple species,
absence of a particular gene in all available whole genome sequences for a monophyletic group
is likely to be evidence of a loss of the gene at an early lineage during its evolution. We will
also present an overview of a series of analyses to characterize the phylogenetic source of
redundancy in developmental gene repertoires in vertebrates, by including chondrichthyans and
cyclostomes in our scope that is usually based on limited knowledge to tetrapods and teleosts.
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Diversifying selection of pentatricopeptide repeat genes reveal a conflict between nuclear
and mitochondrial genomes throughout angiosperm evolution
Sota Fujii1,2, Charles Bond3, Toshiharu Shikanai1, Ian Small3,4
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Reversals during adaptive evolution should be expected for gene regulatory networks
Kevin Bullaughey
Dept. of Ecology & Evolution, University of Chicago, Chicago IL, USA
The organization of genetic information into genes results in mutations generally affecting a
single gene. Yet how functional changes affect fitness depends epistatically on many genes and
how they are organized into networks. Consider a species that has sustained several mutations
in one gene. Further suppose that several of these mutations increase expression and several
decrease the expression. The typical interpretations for this evolutionary scenario are that either
the gene has been evolving via compensatory evolution under stabilizing selection or the
expression is not constrained and the mutations are neutral. I show there is another
interpretation, namely that the mutations can have opposite effects with respect to function but
be separately adaptive. I argue that this should be a common phenomenon, and show that it
readily occurs in a computational model of a common gene network motif. Thus, the adaptive
role of mutations must generally be considered in the larger context in which the affected gene
occurs, and we must shed the gene-centric perspective of adaptive evolution.
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Protein Amino Acid Composition is Associated with Encephalization in Mammals.
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Large brains relative to body size represent an evolutionarily costly adaptation as they are
metabolically expensive and demand substantial amounts of time to reach structural and
functional maturity thereby exacerbating offspring mortality while delaying reproductive age.
In spite of its cost and adaptive impact, no genomic features linked to the evolution of this
major mammalian trait have been found. By conducting a genome-wide analysis in all 37 fully
sequenced mammalian genomes we show that degree of encephalization is significantly
correlated with overall amino acid (AA) composition in mammalian proteins. We confirmed
this pattern by an independent analysis of 1779 sets of orthologous genes. This correlation is
independent of phylogenetic effects and is not restricted to brain expressed genes. This is the
first study of a relationship between this fundamental trait and changes in AA usage possibly
reflecting the high selective demands imposed by the process of encephalization across
mammalian lineages.
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Regulatory Evolution of Stress Response Genes in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
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Variation(s) in both protein coding sequence and expression contributes to phenotypic variation.
Recently, several reviews pointed out that mutations in transcriptional regulation may have
been a major cause for phenotypic evolution. In this study, we used yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisae as a model organism to study the contribution of cis regulatory variation and trans
regulatory variation to the expression divergence between two strains of yeast, BY and RM,
under stress conditions such as heat shock, oxidative stress and osmotic stress. We randomly
select 215 genes which the expression were induced by at least two fold upon stress conditions
to explore the relative contributions of cis and trans regulatory variations to the expression
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Footprint of Selection at Photoperiod Genes in Oryza sativa
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Photoperiod genes may play a key role in the rice domestication. We examine the selection on
four major genes of the photoperiod pathway by investigating the pattern of nucleotide
polymorphisms in both cultivated rice and wild rice (O. rufipogon). Phylogenetic tree of
HEADINGDATE 3a (Hd3a) revealed clades under diversifying selection, which correspond to
geographical regions of rice’s distribution. Geographical subdivisions of genetic
polymorphisms were detected across rice populations in these genes, notably at different
latitudes, i.e., HEADING DATE 1 (Hd1) and Hd3a at 31°N vs. Phytochrome B (PhyB) and
EARLY HEADING DATE 1 (Ehd1) at 20°N, suggesting effects of natural selection. High
linkage disequilibrium within genes, and nonrandom associations between Hd1 and Hd3a in
cultivated rice are highly associated with the artificial selection. STRUCTURE analyses and
FST estimates identified Hd1 gene sequences of temperate japonica as a recombinant between
northern and southern O. rufipogon. These results suggest that artificial selection may have
taken place within local populations of wild rice that may have been previously adapted to local
photoperiods.
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Micro-indels constitute a large proportion of within species polymorphism and play an
important role in the evolution of nuclear genomes. Yet, the evolutionary forces that act upon
micro-indels have not been clearly elucidated. Here, we selected 7517 orthologous genes
between Drosophila melanogaster (D.mel) and Drosophila simulans (D.sim). Using Drosophila
yakuba (D.yak) as an outgroup, we analyzed micro-indel divergence between the two fly
species. In addition, we sequenced one isogenic D.mel line, Z30, to an average depth of ~60X.
Compared with the reference genome, we characterized the genome-wide pattern of indel
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Evolution of the Sex-Determining Loci in Fugu and its Related Pufferfishes
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Sex determination is one of the most important events in development of organisms. However,
its genetic basis and evolutionary process are poorly understood in most species. A mechanistic
understanding of the evolution of sex determination will be achieved through the identification
of the different sex-determining genes in a well-resolved phylogeny. To this end, pufferfishes
including fugu offer a good system because variation in genetic mechanisms may exist among
genus, and a fugu genome map covering 86% of sequenced genome offers an opportunity to
identify genes underlying traits. To reveal the genomic location of the sex-determining genes in
fugu and its closely related species, T. niphobles, we performed genetic mapping experiments.
We found that the sex-determining genes of them are not likely to be orthologous. However,
these loci reside on orthologous chromosomes, suggesting a repeated emergence of one
chromosome as the sex chromosome. It will be intriguing to explore roles of this chromosome
in the birth of new sex-determining genes as well as to identify the genes themselves.
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The expression evolution of tumor suppressor miR-16 in vertebrates
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Evolutionary conserved miRNAs are typically higher expressed, whereas new emerged
miRNAs are relatively lower expressed. One explanation is that the miRNA genes are often
lowly expressed with weak fitness when originate. The expression levels of some miRNAs may
subsequently increase, and high fitness is evolved finally. Examining next-generation
sequencing data of small RNAs from four vertebrate species, including human, mouse, chicken
and zebrafish, we found that miR-16 is highly expressed in most of tissues in mammals, lowly
in fish and intermediately in birds. The multiple alignment of miR-16 gene suggests that the
change of miR-16 expression may be associated with a T (in zebrafish and bird) to C (in
mammals) transition at 21nt of mature miR-16. Furthermore, the expression ratio of miR-16 to
miR-15 which is clustered together with miR-16, gradually increases from zebrafish to human.
The result supports that the expression differences of miR-16 across different species are due to
processing efficiency changes.
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Background. Phytophagous insects are a vital component of ecosystems, comprising more than
one-third of terrestrial species. Numerous studies have linked their successful radiation with
those of Angiosperms. Indeed, it appears that the majority of phytophagous insects only eat a
fraction of the available host plants of their environment, a trend toward specialization which
has likely favored their diversification. In internal feeder groups this pattern is even more
marked, as most species generally feed on a very limited number of closely related host plants.
Though for a long time it was hypothesized that this trend toward specialization constitutes an
evolutionary dead-end, the results of recent molecular studies have led to question this theory,
as more dynamic patterns were sometimes recovered for different groups. In the present study
we investigate this issue in two distinct groups of internal feeders: seed beetles (Coleoptera,
Chrysomelidae, Bruchinae) and stem borer moths (Lepidoptera, Noctuidae, Apameini).
Methods. Two large molecular data sets (totalizing more than 1500 specimens sequenced for
mitochondrial and nuclear genes) were built and analyzed using probabilistic methods
(molecular phylogenetics, time calibration, and evolution of ancestral characters). For the
majority of taxa, unequivocal host records were obtained by rearing of plant parts collected in
the field.
Major findings. Very similar patterns of evolution of host plant association were inferred for
seed beetles and stem borer moths. In both groups a high level of phylogenetic conservatism in
host use was found, even when considering the narrowest taxonomic ranks (i.e. botanical tribe).
A quite dynamic pattern of host shift was nonetheless recovered, even in the most specialized
lineages. Strikingly several reverse colonization events and drastic changes in dietary
specialization (with shifts from specialists to generalists) were inferred by the analyses of
character evolution. Overall this study – which relies on a comprehensive sampling – provides
more evidence against the ‘evolutionary dead-end’ theory in phytophagous insects. It remains to
be seen whether these interesting findings could be generalized to other groups of
phytophagous insects.
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By comparison between closely related bacterial genomes by the position of ortholog genes,
several common order sections are detected. They are referred to as synteny blocks. The synteny
block is strongly associated with a stable genomic structure called genome core. In multiple
genome comparison, the genome core is detected as a set of synteny blocks. The remainder of
the genome is genome islands rich containing mobile elements. Here we developed the position
profile method to classify ortholog genes within a compared genome set according to their
relative positioning that keep nearly identical distances. The results of position profile analysis
of marine cyanobacterial genomes and nodulating bacteria indicated that the conserved genes
are classified into several groups called ‘virtual linkage groups’ according to their positional
conservation of orthologs over all the genomes analyzed. By the results, the virtual linkage
groups were seemed to be corresponding to the editing unit of the genome core caused by
genome rearrangement. The current model of genomic mosaic domains can explain global
evolution of the genomic core of cyanobacteria.
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MicroRNA (miRNA) is a small RNA molecule (~20-30 nucleotides) that generally acts in
silencing of gene expression through interference pathway. They are generally originated from
unique genomic loci, but some miRNAs are originated from the transposable elements (TEs).
MER paralogs for finding of miRNAs derived from palindromic MERs families that are similar
to hairpin structure of miRNA were analyzed in humans. Three miRNAs, MER 96 from
chromosome 3, MER91C paralogs from chromosome 8 and chromosome 17, derived from
palindromic MER DNA transposon in HeLa, HCT116 and HEK293 cell lines were identified.
Those MER derived miRNAs are loaded in AGO1, AGO2 and AGO3 proteins by
immnoprecipitation assay. These data suggest that miRNAs derived from TEs could widely
affect in various target genes of human genome.
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The miRNA, contributed to silencing of mRNA through interference pathway, was abundantly
identified in animals and plants. Transposable elements (TEs) have several characteristics that
make possibility as potential endogenous precursor miRNA. In this study, 158 TEs derivedmiRNAs were sorted from miRBase and RepeatMasker. They are divided into major four types
by genomic structure. Seventeen members of TE derived-miRNAs are matched to EST data.
The hsa-miR-330 and hsa-miR-648 are highly expressed in bone marrow and cerebellum
tissues, while the hsa-miR-1825 showed high expression in fetal liver compared to others
tissues. These TE derived-miRNAs are also examined in brain several regions, indicating that
they are mainly expressed in parietal lobe, frontal lobe, temporal lobe, and pons. The orthologs
sequences of TE derived-miRNAs (miR-330, miR-648, miR-1254, and miR-1825) are highly
conserved during evolutionary radiation in primates. These finding could cast light on the
contribution to regulate host genes of TE derived-miRNAs in humans and primates.
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Transposable elements (TEs) are repetitive sequences dispersed throughout the mammalian
genomes and occupy important genetic positions. They may cause harmful or beneficial effects
such as exonization, polyadenylation and/or altering transcription rates in various vertebrate
genomes. However, any study about the relationship between the TEs and horse genes has not
been reported. In this study, we examined the TEs inserted within horse genes. We collected the
TEs inserted within mRNA genes to study the contribution of TEs in the horse genome. By
screening abundance, distribution and orientation of TEs, we found that the majority of the TEs
insertions belong to retroelements and DNA elements. Most of these elements exist within the
coding sequences of the horse genes. An additional finding was that MIR, L1, L2, ERVL, and
ERVL-MaLR subfamilies were the most abundant in both non-LTR elements and LTR
elements. Retroelements (LTRs, LINEs, and SINEs) among the TEs inserted within the coding
sequences show a preference for the antisense orientation. The most pronounced imbalance in
insertional orientation was found in LINEs which contribute 40% of the TEs which are in the
antisense orientation. Through these analyses, we identified that a total of 1310 TEs were
integrated into the horse mRNA genes and small fractions of them were exonized into coding
sequences.
Keywords: Horse, Transposable elements (TEs), Retroelements, DNA elements.
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Porcine endogenous retroviruses (PERVs) are integrated in the genome of all pigs. Some of
them infect in human cells represent a potential risk for xenotransplantation using pig cells or
organs. Especially, long terminal repeat (LTR) elements of the porcine endogenous retroviruses
show promoter activity that can affect human functional genes. Thus, we detected several
expressed LTRs and constructed different 9 subtypes in NIH-miniature pig liver. In comparison
with PERV-A and –B family structure, we identified distinct structures in U3 region that
containing several INDEL (insertion and deletion) events and tandem repeats. Transcription
activity of 9 long terminal repeats subtypes are analyzed in various cell lines (PK15, HepG2,
Hep3B). They show the different transcription regulation activity in each cell lines. Especially,
The D type shows the stronger promoter activity than any other types in the human liver cell
lines (HepG2, Hep3B). By the computational approaches, The D type has 4 transcription
factors binding sites in distinction from U3 region of other subtypes. Deletion mutants were
constructed and examined transient transfection assay, indicating that binding site for
transcription factor, Hand1:E47 might be acted positive roles for transcription regulation in
human liver cell lines.
Keywords: porcine endogenous retroviruses (PERV), long terminal repeats (LTR), promoter
analysis, deletion mutant, xenotransplantation
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We compiled somatic mutations from both the cancer genomics literature and our own analysis
of 12 cases of Hepatocellular carcinomas. Genes with mutations are classified into putative
“cancer drivers” and “passengers” according to the occurrences of mutations, whether
nonsynonymous (A) or synonymous (S). The putative driver genes are statistically more likely
to have either kind of mutations. We found that putative driver genes have higher A/S ratios
even though they were selected for higher A+S. We also found that these amino acid changes
tend to be of the kinds rarely observed in evolution, using the method of Tang et al. (2004).
Further evidence will be presented to show that many of the nonsynonymous mutations were
under strong selective pressure.
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Asian native chickens have been being domesticated since generations and yielded a wide
range of breeds. The objective of the research is to analyze the genetic diversity of four Asian
native chickens from Myanmar, Thailand, Indonesia and the commercial chickens, to clarify
their population structure. A total number of 438 genomic DNA samples from a total 13
populations were genotyped using 98 autosomal SNP markers. The average heterozygosity of
each population was in the range of 0.181–0.264. The STRUCTURE analysis revealed that the
Asian native chickens and commercial chickens might be derived from nine genetic populations
(K=9). The analysis of molecular variance showed significant (P<0.0001) differences among
populations with 81–92% of the total genetic variation found within populations. Geographic
distribution of Asian native chickens had no significant effect and accounted for only 0.047% of
the total variability. The neighbor joining trees constructed by pair-wise FST estimates
corresponded that the Asian native chickens were at a distance from the commercial chickens.
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Comparison of evolutionary features between fusion genes and non-fusion genes
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A fusion protein can be created by the joining of two or more protein which are originally
separated through two different mechanisms; One is through ‘chromosome-level’ event such as
a chromosomal translocation, inversion, and second is through ‘transcription-level’ event such
as a trans-splicing or a transcription read-through. Fusion proteins are generally found in
cancers as the case of bcr-abl fusion protein, a well-known oncogenic fusion protein. However,
it has not been well studied for the evolutionary features of fusion genes. Questions are how or
why they evolve differently from non-fusion genes, and what constraints can influence the
evolution of the fusion genes. For this purpose, we downloaded a total of 7,185 putative fusion
genes list from the chimerDB-2.0 (http://ercsb.ewha.ac.kr:8080/FusionGene/index.jsp),
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The traditional way of biologists to explore the microbes in one ecology environment is to
culture them in a laboratory. But the microbes that can be cultured are less than 1% of the
whole microbes on earth. Due to this reason, biologists are eager to study a new technology to
makes up the insufficient to present method. And by research in metagenomics, biologists could
obtain gene samples directly from ecology environment. Owing to new technology devotes, we
could not only establish completely microbes database, but also understand the correlation
between ecology species. The process of sorting which will produce sequence data that
assembled by a, t, c and g is essential for establishing ecology databases. However the current
literature shows that the category with less class values will get higher accuracy. For example,
the kingdom only has better accuracy than genus’ because of less class values. Therefore, this
research hopes to propose an effective resolution to improve this situation. And this method is
to build up the relation of higher and lower layer to reduce class values that we should
considerate in traditional ways. Owing to this taxonomy, if one sequence is assigned its class
values in kingdom that belongs to animal, then it won’t be assigned to class values that are not
belongs to animals, for example, vegetables. This paper use cross-validation to verify
experimental results; we expect this concept could not only improve classified efficiency but
also raise classification accuracy in layer genus.
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We are currently working with large-scale genotyping data from Australian aborigines, New
Guineans, island Southeast Asians and Indians, produced using the Affymetrix SNP Array 6.0
platform. We have carried out principal component and frappe analyses on more than 500,000
autosomal SNPs, and our results suggest an ancient association between Australia, New Guinea
and the Mamanwa (a Negrito group from the Philippines), implying a common origin but an
ancient divergence for these groups, and supporting the view that these populations represent
the descendants of an early “southern route” migration out of Africa, while other populations in
the region arrived later by a separate dispersal. Strikingly, we detect a signal indicative of
substantial gene flow between the Indian populations and Australia in the times before
European contact. This is contrary to the prevailing view that there was no contact between
Australia and the rest of the world. We are currently working on estimating the date for this
event.
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The structure of genealogies in the presence of purifying selection: a fitness-class
coalescent
Desai Michael

Compared to a neutral model, purifying selection distorts the structure of genealogies and hence
alters the patterns of sampled genetic variation. Although these distortions may be common in
nature, our understanding of how we expect purifying selection to affect patterns of molecular
variation remains incomplete. We introduce an effective coalescent theory (a “fitness-class
coalescent”) to describe the structure of genealogies in the presence of purifying selection at
many linked sites. We use this effective theory to calculate simple statistics describing the
expected patterns of variation in sequence data, both at the sites under selection and at linked
neutral sites. Our analysis combines a description of the allele frequency spectrum in the
presence of purifying selection with the structured coalescent approach of Hudson and Kaplan,
to trace the ancestry of individuals through the distribution of fitnesses within the population.
We find that purifying selection leads to patterns of genetic variation that are related but not
identical to a neutrally evolving population in which population size has varied in a specific
way in the past.
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Tuberculosis (TB) is a worldwide infectious disease caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis
(Mtb). Previous studies have shown that host genetic factors influence susceptibility and
resistance to Mtb infection. Using a mouse model, Ipr1 gene, which is inducible by interferon
(IFN), has been identified to mediate host innate immunity to Mtb infection. It has been also
documented that the polymorphisms within SP110b gene, the closest human homologue of the
Ipr1, are associated with the susceptibility in TB patients. In order to understand the critical role
of SP110 isoforms in innate immunity, we used rapid-amplified cDNA end (RACE) and PCR to
identify distinct isoforms of the gene. The data suggested that the SP110 isoforms result from
alternative splicing of SP110 mRNA. Furthermore, using quantitative PCR (qPCR), we
demonstrated that IFN treatment induced differential expressions of SP110 exons. These
observations implicate that the inflammation caused by Mtb infection could regulate the
alternative splicing of SP110 to produce various isoforms and that the alternative splicing might
be involved in a novel mechanism as to how innate immunity protects a host from Mtb
infection.
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Previous studies have shown that selective constraint is prevalent among protein coding genes
in Arabidopsis thaliana and that variance in the strength of purifying selection is partly
accounted for by expression level. Whether other functional and/or structural parameters can
explain the heterogeneity in selective constraints remains to be explored. Using the recently
sequenced genome of A. lyrata, a close relative, and 19 fully sequenced A. thaliana ecotypes,
we assessed purifying selection levels in over 6000 genes. Using McDonald/Kreitman analyses,
we found that, consistent with previous analyses, the majority of genes show signs of purifying
selection. Using four independent transcript abundance datasets, we also confirm the covariance
between constraint and expression level. Nevertheless, none were significantly related to
selective constraint in regression models where expression breadth (number of tissues in which
a gene is expressed) was a parameter. From a variety of gene parameters, we also identify those
relating to structural features as being significantly related to purifying selection strength: intron
number, protein length and the effective number of codons. We conclude that purifying
selection is prevalent in the A. thaliana genome with variance partially explained by expression
breadth and other gene sequence parameters, with expression level an insignificant contributing
factor.
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The human genome sequence revealed a surprisingly small number of genes given or
complexity but recent deep sequencing analyses have revealed that alternative splicing (a
process by which a single gene can produce more than one protein) is nearly universal in
human genes. How alternative splicing patterns and their relative contribution to proteome size
have evolved through time or whether any changes are likely to reflect higher genetic drift
remains to be explored. Here, through the analyses of over 27 million publicly available full
and partial transcripts from 18 eukaryotic species, we provide the first systematic evidence to
the best of our knowledge, for a strong increase in alternative splicing over the last 1400
million years which, crucially, cannot be accounted for by genetic drift associated with
reductions in effective population size. Importantly, our proteome size estimates, ranging from
~7000 in yeast to ~90000 in human, are closely co-vary with organism complexity –assayed as
cell type number-. Compared to genome size, gene number, non-coding DNA parameters and
functional domain content previously shown to co vary with complexity; proteome size is by
far the strongest genomic-derived predictor of organism complexity explaining over 70% of the
variance. We therefore conclude that proteome expansion fuelled by alternative splicing
constitutes a fundamental component in the evolution of organism complexity.
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The common European bumblebee, Bombus terrestris, is an important pollinator in its native
range, and has been introduced widely for crop pollination. After introduction, B. terrestris has
naturalized in its new environment and has been implicated in local pollinator decline. As a
consequence, B. terrestris is of considerable econonomic and ecological importance. B.
terrestris is host to the trypanosome gut parasite, Crithidia bombi, that can drastically reduce
colony success. The B. terrestris, C. bombi dyad has become a model system of host-parasite
interaction and coevolution. Infection success differs across host and parasite genetic
backgrounds, with different host genotypes being susceptible to different parasites.
Furthermore, this host-genotype by parasite-genotype interaction is moderated by
environmental condition. The underpinning factors that determine these interactions are
unclear. To address this, we compared gene expression of C. bombi infected and uninfected B.
terrestris queens using RNA-Seq. We discuss these results in the context of B. terrestris-C.
bombi coevolution and the evolution of immunity in social organisms.
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Gene tree does not always reconcile with species tree especially when speciation events
occurred in a narrow time frame. Incomplete lineage sorting is the major issue responsible for
the discordance. We picked 4348 orthologous genes to reconstruct the phylogeny of D.
simulans clade. The constant divergence time hypothesis was rejected by speciation model test.
The majority informative sites, maximum likelihood, and Bayesian inference methods all
testify the existence of mosaic genome. Different cut-off criteria for posterior probability
survey and 1kb sliding window across the chromosomal regions also indicate no single tree
topology predominates. Previous studies in solving the trichotomy of D. simulans clade
involved fast-evolving genes are subject to strong positive selection. In this study, we found 54
lineage-specific high dN/dS (larger than 0.5) genes and checked their distribution on
chromosomes. Bottleneck and accompany successive drift may account for the adaptive history
of successful colonization for D. mauritiana and D. sechellia.
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While genomic sequence remains essentially unchanged over an individual’s lifetime, the
expression patterns of individual genes can show dramatic temporal variation. However, many
studies of gene expression focus on a single timepoint. The pigmentation genes ebony and tan
are included in this class. ebony and tan encode enzymes in the Drosophila pigment
biosynthesis pathway, and both are major contributors to the body color difference between the
dark-colored Drosophila americana and its sister species, the light-colored D. novamexicana.
Previous work (Wittkopp et al. 2009) characterized gene expression for tan and protein levels
for ebony at a single late pupal stage. Here we use morphological markers to define
developmental stages in D. americana and D. novamexicana that correspond to those
recognized in D. melanogaster. We quantify temporal changes in ebony and tan expression for
both D. americana and D. novamexicana at each stage from P12 (mid-pupal) to A1 (early
adult). We also determine the contributions of cis and trans regulation to interspecific
differences in gene expression, confirming a previous report for tan (Wittkopp et al. 2009) and
providing the first such data for ebony in these species. Finally, we describe how species
differences in cis and trans regulation change over developmental time.
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Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have provided an unprecedented opportunity
for massive DNA/RNA sequencing from non-model organisms of high interest. Here, we
emphasize the importance of deep-branching fishes (e.g., basal actinopterygian Polypterus) for
comparative vertebrate studies, and present primary results of the mRNA sequencing project
using Roche 454 platform. To date, most cases of de novo mRNA sequencing from non-model
species have used poly(A)-priming methods for cDNA synthesis and amplification. The
amplified poly-bases, however, reduces accuracy and quality of the 454 sequence reads. To
avoid this problem, we adopted two different approaches: a random hexanucleotide priming
method for cDNA synthesis, and a newly developed method for amplification of mRNAderived cDNAs using partially-annealed adaptors. Results showed that the poly(A)-tail (>6
bases) content was less than 0.10% of the total numbers of bases read; that is, 0.06% in the
former method, and 0.02% in the latter. Particularly in our latter method, a sequencing library
with appropriate size distribution (from 192 to 933 bp; 471 bp on average) was produced from
smaller amount of total RNA (~2 ug) without using oligo-dT primers. Consequently, the latter
method is potentially useful for mRNA sequencing from various organisms or tissue samples
while avoiding amplification of poly-bases.
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65 million years ago marked a period of rapid speciation and diversification in the mammalia.
As a consequence resolving the order in which these species of mammalia arose has proven
extremely difficult. There are currently four major competing hypotheses for the topology of
mammals each of which have been generated using molecular data and various phylogenetic
approaches. From decades of phylogenetic research we know that the quality of data, taxon
sampling and the reconstruction methods impact hugely on the phylogenetic outcome. More
recently, the development and implementation of Next Generation Sequencing technologies has
resulted in a surge of mammalian genomes being completed to a far higher quality. We are now
at an exciting juncture in the understanding of mammalian evolution. With greater availability
of higher quality data and novel heterogeneous models of sequence evolution, along with a
greater understanding of the evolutionary process, we have addressed the longstanding question
of mammalian phylogeny.
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Haplotype Sharing between North Africa and Europe: following the trail of human
migrations
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Patterns of human structure in North Africa are highly complex and cannot be explained by
models involving two or even three admixture events, as has been shown by recent studies.
Genetic ancestries from Arabic, European, Bantu and Nilotic sources, as well as an
autochthonous Maghrebi ancestry have been identified in North African populations. It has also
been shown that among the European continent a higher haplotype sharing exists between
South and South-Western Europe populations and Yoruba. A plausible explanation to this
finding would be that North African migrants, who already had in their genetic pool a portion of
Sub-Saharan ancestry, carried these shared haplotypes towards Europe. In the present work we
aim to test this hypothesis by deeply studying haplotype sharing between these three regions
(Sub-Saharan Africa, North Africa and Europe). We show that the amount of haplotypes shared
between North Africa and Europe is much higher than that between Europe and Sub-Saharan
Africa, and that there is an increased haplotype sharing between South-Western European
populations and North Africa, compared to other European populations. Moreover, by studying
the shared haplotype length distribution and haplotype sharing frequency between Europe and
different North African populations we expect to make some inference of the time since
admixture between the two regions and, if possible, determine which North African populations
contributed the most to the extant Southern European genetic pool.
Reference: Rodríguez-Botigué et al. in preparation
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A balance between gene expression stability and evolvability is essential for the long-term
maintenance of a living system. We studied whether the genetic and epigenetic properties of the
promoter affect gene expression variability. We hypothesized that upstream distance and
orientation (head-to-head or head-to-tail) are important for the promoter architecture and gene
expression variability. We found that in budding yeast genes with a short upstream distance
tend to have low gene expression variability, and their promoter is flanked by strongly
positioned nucleosomes and tends to have low nucleosome occupancy. These observations
suggest that in vivo positioning of the flanking nucleosomes facilitates stable nucleosome
depletion at the core promoter region and enhances gene expression stability. Head-to-head
genes have, on average, lower gene expression variability, greater nucleosome depletion at the
core promoter region, and more strongly positioned nucleosomes that flank the core promoter
than do head-to-tail genes. These observations hold for diverse eukaryotes. In complex
organisms such as mammals, only a small fraction of head-to-tail genes have retained a short
upstream distance, probably because the promoter may not be flanked by a strongly positioned
nucleosome on the upstream side.
Reference: Woo, YH and Li, WH. Gene clustering pattern, promoter architecture, and gene
expression stability in eukaryotic genomes. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A 2011 Feb 22;108(8):
3306-11. Epub 2011 Feb 7.
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Individual animal miRNAs could pair to hundreds of protein-coding genes to direct posttranscriptional repression. Evolutionary conservation has been widely used to predict miRNA
binding sites, with the assumption that functionally relevant targets are under selective pressure
to be conserved. However, it is not known to what extent the functional miRNA binding sites
are conserved. Recently, biochemical methods have been used to identify active miRNA
binding sites in different animal species. Using the interaction sites identified through
experimental approaches, we analyzed the evolutionary dynamics of miRNA binding sites. We
found that ~45% and ~47% of the active binding sites in 3’UTRs and coding regions are
conserved between human and mouse respectively. While between C.elegans Äi0and C.
briggsaeÄi0, the percentages are ~35% and ~26%. Furthermore, lineage-specific binding site
gain and loss occur frequently and the rate of binding site gain is higher than that of loss. For
the set of miRNAs we analyzed, the active nonconserved sites show similar effect of repression
as compared to either the predicted conserved targets (130%±40% efficacy) or active conserved
targets (87%±28% efficacy), suggesting the possible involvement of the nonconserved sites in
miRNA activities. Functional analysis of onco- or tumor-suppressor miRNAs and neuronal
related miRNAs shows that the active nonconserved targets either act synergistically with
conserved targets to reinforce miRNA action; or act in parallel with conserved targets to
achieve miRNA action. These observations suggest frequent lineage-specific rewiring of
miRNA-target network during evolution. The widespread roles of nonconserved sites in
miRNA activities could have profound implications on our understanding about miRNA
regulations.

